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Communicating Purpose
in Light of BlackRock’s
Letter to CEOs
Last Summer, we shared Argyle’s thinking on the communication of Corporate Purpose:

“Behind every successful strategy is a broader goal, yet many Annual Reports are
light on the discussion of Corporate Purpose. Why does the business exist? What is
the mission that sets the strategic direction? What values guide employee behavior?
How does the company define success in the broader societal context?
This is set to change. As consumers seek authenticity from the brands they patronize,
investors also want to understand and evaluate the sustainability of the business
model. Accordingly, we are seeing a growing number of reporters incorporate
purpose and values into the heart of their corporate communications.”
From “Presenting Value Beyond Financial Returns: Communicating Purpose”
http://argyle.company/downloads/OnPurpose.pdf
Given our interest in this topic, we were excited to read Larry Fink’s 2018 BlackRock Letter to CEOs which
presents Corporate Purpose as a central theme (https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/investor-relations/
larry-fink-ceo-letter).
Communicating Corporate Purpose enables investors to better understand and evaluate how companies
expect to create value for a broad range of stakeholders and deliver long-term returns. The BlackRock letter
comes at an exciting time for corporate reporting, as we are seeing more investors call for an evolution from
a siloed, rules-based approach to integrated, dynamic communications that connect stakeholder interests.
We have identified the following leading investor considerations:
1.

 orporate Purpose – why a business exists, and the role it plays in society – is a
C
prerequisite to defining a sustainable business strategy and generating long-term value.

2.

Reporting with a primary focus on financial returns is no longer sufficient.

3.

 oards are expected to engage with stakeholders to understand their interests, and
B
Boards will be held accountable for aligning strategy with Corporate Purpose.

Larry Fink’s Letter to CEOs is an important contribution to the ongoing dialogue around Corporate Purpose.
Over the following pages, we take a fresh look at how a range of investor communications prepared by
US and foreign corporations link their Corporate Purpose, progress and performance, in alignment with
BlackRock’s proposals.

www.argyle.company
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“Purposeful”
Investor Communications
Energy for What’s Ahead℠
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American Express
2018 Proxy Statement

043360

333462(1) General Electric Proxy

03/12/18

Notice of Annual Meeting
to be held on Thursday, April 26, 2018

Corning
2018 Proxy Statement

Edison International
2018 Proxy Statement

Proxy Statement

ConocoPhillips
2018 Proxy Statement
GE 2018 Print Proxy

Edison International &
Southern California Edison Company

2018 Joint Proxy Statement

Notice of
Annual Meeting of Shareholders
& Proxy Statement
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AND 2018 PROXY STATEMENT

Notice of 2018 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders and Proxy Statement

NOTICE OF 2018
ANNUAL MEETING &
PROXY STATEMENT
POWERING A CLEANER
AND BRIGHTER FUTURE
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
AND COMMUNITIES

APRIL 25, 2018
IMPERIAL, PENNSYLVANIA

3/27/18 7:23 PM

Allstate
2018 Prosperity Report

It’s fundamental to our culture: Doing the right thing every day and in every situation. And while our efforts do
award us recognition, the real reward is the impact we make on our employees, our customers and our communities.

World’s Most Ethical Companies®, Ethisphere Institute (2018)

Military Friendly Employer, Military Times (2017)

2017 Bloomberg Financial Services Gender-Equality Index (BFGEI)

The Hartford Named A Best Employer For Healthy Lifestyles®,
National Business Group (2017)

100% Disability Equality Index, Best Place to Work (2017)

LEARN MORE ABOUT US AT thehartford.com/our-company

Annual Report

2017

FOLLOW THE HARTFORD ON

THE HARTFORD IS THE OFFICIAL DISABILITY INSURANCE SPONSOR OF U.S. PARALYMPICS

1
Image HIV
viruson The Hartford’s internal reporting as of December 2017 combined with the Aetna acquisition.
Based
2

Customer reviews were collected and tabulated by The Hartford and reviews are not representative of all customers.

The Hartford® is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries, including issuing companies, Hartford Fire Insurance
Company, Hartford Life Insurance Company and Hartford Life and Accident Insurance Company. Its headquarters is in Hartford, CT.
17-1329 © February 2018 The Hartford 36USC220506

GlaxoSmithKline
2017 Annual Report
334622_Hartford_2018_Proxy_Cover_R1.indd 2-4

This cover is an HP Indigo digital print, on paper containing 30% post-consumer recycled paper that is environmentally and socially responsible sourced from
well-managed forests, and independently certified according to the standards of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®).

18 fewer tons of wood
was harvested, or
the equivalent of 116
trees

52 million fewer BTUs
of net energy were
used over the lifecycle
of the paper, enough
energy to power an
average US home for
209 days

9,980 fewer pounds
CO2 equivalents
were released into
the atmosphere,
the equivalent of
removing one average
car oﬀ the road for
330 days

54,128 fewer gallons
of water were
consumed or degraded
throughout the
lifecycle of the paper

3,623 fewer pounds
of solid waste were
produced, including
sludge and paper
disposed of in landfills
and incinerators

Environmental impact estimates were made using the Environmental Paper Network Paper Calculator Version 3.2.1. For more information visit www.papercalculator.org.

NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS,
PROXY STATEMENT AND 2017 ANNUAL REPORT

Facebook
www.facebook.com/HP

Instagram
www.instagram.com/hp

Twitter
@HP

McDONALD’S CORPORATION

2018 NOTICE OF
ANNUAL SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
AND PROXY STATEMENT

HP Inc.

YouTube
www.youtube.com/user/HPComputers

The Hartford
2018 Proxy Statement

3/28/18 10:08 PM

2017 Annual Report
2018 Proxy Statement

HP
2017 Annual Report

PepsiCo
2018 Proxy Statement

McDonald’s
2018 Proxy Statement

Q

novo nordisk

A STRATEGY TO
DRIVE CHANGE FOR
PATIENTS’ LIVES

GE
2018 Proxy Statement

By printing this annual report and proxy statement on paper containing 30% post-consumer recycled waste, the following environmental savings
were achieved:

HP Inc. 2017 Annual Report & 2018 Proxy Statement

Best Place to Work for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
Equality, Human Rights Campaign, Corporate Equality Index (2017)

THE HARTFORD NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS, PROXY STATEMENT AND 2017 ANNUAL REPORT

DOING THE RIGHT THING. IMPACTING THE WORLD AROUND US.

Exelon
2018 Proxy Statement

2018
Notice of
Annual Meeting of Stockholders
and Proxy Statement

ANNUAL
REPORT
2017

RAISING THE
INNOVATION HEIGHT
GOOD DIABETES
CARE REQUIRES
MORE THAN BLOOD
GLUCOSE CONTROL

2017 Annual Meeting of Shareholders

Proxy Statement

WHY SOME PEOPLE
WITH OBESITY NEED
MEDICAL TREATMENT

Notice of 2018 Annual Meeting
of Shareowners and

2018 PROXY STATEMENT

Proxy Statement

Novo Nordisk
2017 Annual Report

May 25, 2017 at 10:00 a.m. Central Daylight Time
DDB Chicago
200 East Randolph Street
Chicago, IL 60601

Omnicom
2018 Proxy Statement

Thursday, May 10, 2018
8:00 a.m. Eastern Time
Hotel du Pont
Wilmington, Delaware

Southern Company
2018 Proxy Statement

2018 PROXY STATEMENT
March 16, 2018

Dear Fellow Stockholders:
You are cordially invited to attend Lockheed Martin’s 2018 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders on Thursday, April 26, at 8:00 a.m. EDT.
Continued to Deliver Strong Financial Results
2017 was another outstanding year of achievement at Lockheed Martin. Our
stockholders saw a total return of 32 percent – contributing to an impressive
307 percent total return over the past five years. We continued our efforts
to return cash to stockholders through dividends and ongoing share
repurchases – returning over $4 billion to stockholders throughout the year.
Enhanced Corporate Governance and Refreshed Board Membership
We stayed engaged with stockholders and other key stakeholders during
2017. In response to their valuable feedback, the Board proactively changed
the corporation’s governance practices to give stockholders the right to
amend the bylaws.

Scan this QR code with your smartphone
or tablet for access to the Proxy Materials
and Annual Report.

2017
ANNUAL REPORT

Lockheed Martin Corporation
2018 Annual Meeting
of Stockholders
Lockheed Martin Center for
Leadership Excellence Auditorium
6777 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

Over the past four years, we have added five new independent directors,
including Jeh C. Johnson and James D. Taiclet, Jr. who joined the Board on
January 1 of this year. We will continue to recruit directors who offer diverse
perspectives, strong business and professional experience, and unique skills
to the Board. We are grateful to James M. Loy who will retire from the Board
upon the expiration of his term at the 2018 Annual Meeting. Jim made many
contributions to the Board during his tenure.

The future is exciting.

Ready?

Committed to Innovation and Long-Term Growth
Throughout the year, the Board is actively engaged in developing corporate
strategy and participating in our long-range planning. The corporation
made $1.2 billion of capital expenditures in 2017. We plan to increase
capital expenditures in 2018 and invest more in research and development
to create new technologies that will help drive long-term growth. We are
committed to meeting our customers’ needs, pursuing opportunities to grow
our business and returning value to stockholders. We also remain focused
on ensuring that our strategy for future success is reflected in our executive
pay programs through a mix of short- and long-term incentives that align
with the corporation’s long-range plan. At the same time, we are steadfast
in maintaining our longstanding commitment to corporate citizenship
and sustainability.
Your Vote Matters
We urge you to read the proxy statement and cast your vote promptly in
accordance with the Board of Directors’ recommendations – even if you plan
to attend the Annual Meeting.
Sincerely,

Vodafone Group Plc
Annual Report 2018

Marillyn A. Hewson
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

Tractor Supply
2018 Annual Report

UPS
2018 Proxy Statement

Lockheed Martin
2018 Proxy Statement

Vodafone
2018 Annual Report

Tailored Brands
2018 Proxy Statement
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Communicating
Social Purpose
From Larry Fink’s 2018 letter to CEOs:

Indeed, the public expectations of your company have never been greater. Society is
demanding that companies, both public and private, serve a social purpose. To prosper
over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how
it makes a positive contribution to society. Companies must benefit all of their
stakeholders, including shareholders, employees, customers, and the communities in
which they operate.
We looked for:

Examples of how corporations communicate that they are acting on their Purpose

The Allstate Corporation | 2017

Tom Wilson
Board Chair, President and Chief Executive Officer

Why a Prosperity Report?
Allstate is about creating the future
Annual reports were created before ubiquitous and continuous information flows. Today, a company’s
successes and disappointments are tweeted while blogs and social media sites shape reputation one word
at a time. As a result, we want to share the broader story of Allstate’s successes and challenges in the first
of many Prosperity Reports.
Businesses create prosperity. Iron rocks are molded into steel skyscrapers and molecules are combined
3/27/18 7:23 PM

Allstate Prosperity Report

to create lifesaving drugs. Allstate protects tens of millions of people from life’s uncertainties and helps
them rebuild their lives after disaster strikes. Private enterprises employ 85% of the U.S. workforce. Capital,
people, intelligence and processes are combined to make the world a better place. Quite simply, the world
is a better place because of one of society’s greatest organizational creations: business.

We lead from every seat

We pro

To continue creating prosperity businesses must take on a bigger role in society. Let’s be clear, a business

This year, Allstate recreated its Annual Report
from the ground up to communicate clearly and
confidently about how the company is performing
against its Purpose, and in doing so rebranded its
Annual Report as a “Prosperity Report”.

Leadership
needs to make an acceptable profit since this is a measure of how effectivelyOur
it uses
society’s Principles
resources.
• We’re
here to serve.
Yet more is expected and needed from business. Eighty-seven percent of young
Americans
believe that
• We win together.
businesses need to do more than make a profit. Companies also need to be held accountable for creating
• We drive results.
jobs, making sure free markets work and improving our communities.
• We’re transparent.
• We
continuously
better.
At Allstate we pursue these four goals by following Our Shared Purpose, which
is shown
on the get
opposite
• We develop each other.
page. In business, it is often said what gets measured gets done. We created this Prosperity Report to show

“Everyone is a leader at Allstate. We have six

We are the
customers r
by providing
to protect th
prepare the

Leadership Principles that guide and empower
employees. These principles define our culture,
drive business results and are embedded in talent
recruitment and performance management.”
— Harriet Harty
Executive Vice President, Human Resources

how we measure up to our aspirations.
PERSONAL PURPOSE

EMPLOYABILITY

PERFORMANCE REWARDS

• Allstate is striving to be a purpose-

• We empower our employees to

• Pay for performance and

driven company powered by

continue to learn, develop and

competitive pay are critical

purpose-driven people.

take ownership of their careers.

elements of Allstate’s

Our enterprise learning strategy is
Prosperity Report 1
• Energy for Life (EFL) is a2017
program
grounded in foundational pillars:
that enables employees to clarify
– Building the technical
their personal purpose and build
a plan to achieve more meaning in
their lives. Over 27,000 Allstaters
have completed EFL since it was

328815_AllState_2017_NARR_R1.indd 1

launched for employees in 2010
and agency owners in 2012.
• The Allstate Ambassador network
is a movement of more than
7,800 Allstaters who are engaging

https://www.allstate.com/resources/allstate/
attachments/annual-report/328815-allstatecomplete-combo-2017.pdf

skills needed in the future,

enabling sustainable longterm employability
3/27/18 7:24 PM

– Creating lifelong learning

compensation philosophy and
attract, retain and engage talent.
• Allstate performs pay fairness
analyses on employees’ salaries
annually as well as analyzes
discretionary pay decisions for its
bonus-eligible leaders, looking for

opportunities through education,

unintentional consequences that

job assignments and our Tuition

may negatively impact women,

Assistance Program

minorities and employees over 40.

• Allstate provides employees with

TRUSTED ADVIS

• At Allstate, we d

protect things. O

If discrepancies are identified, action

owners and fina

is taken to adjust pay to ensure

beyond their day-to-day roles. From

abundant training opportunities,

on-the-job innovation to giving

such as webinars, seminars

back, Ambassadors offer unique

and classroom learning. In 2017,

ways for every Allstater to bring

employees completed more than

rewarded 3,788 leaders in 2017.

the promise of our Employee Value

300,000 courses, accounting for

Reflecting the company’s strong

Proposition to life.

nearly 360,000 hours of learning.

dedicate thems

fairness in compensation.

trusted advisors

relationships wi

• Our Annual Incentive Plan (AIP)

helping them m
they face.

year, AIP funding was significantly

• During 2017, we

above target in 2017, following

personalized ins

two years of company results

to support Allst

below target.

trusted advisors

proposals provid

new way for age

insurance optio

Personal
Purpose

6

and discuss tail

The Allstate Corporation

328815_AllState_2017_NARR_R1.indd 6

www.argyle.company

prospects abou

Leadership
Principles

3/27/18 7:24 PM
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novo nordisk

A STRATEGY TO
DRIVE CHANGE FOR
PATIENTS’ LIVES

ANNUAL
REPORT
2017

RAISING THE
INNOVATION HEIGHT
GOOD DIABETES
CARE REQUIRES
MORE THAN BLOOD
GLUCOSE CONTROL

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESULTS 2017
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WHY SOME PEOPLE
WITH OBESITY NEED
MEDICAL TREATMENT

BUSINESS APPROACH
The Triple Bottom Line principle is anchored in
the company’s Articles of Association and the
Novo Nordisk Way as the way we do business.
It is applied to ensure that business decisions
balance financial, social and environmental
considerations, always keeping in mind the
best interests of the patients we serve.

Novo Nordisk 2017 Annual Report

NOVO NORDISK’S AMBITION IS TO BE A
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS. BY THIS WE MEAN:

• doing business in a financially, environmentally
and socially responsible way
• anticipating, adapting to and creating new
business opportunities from changes in our
business environment.

THE VALUE WE CREATE

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
2014

2015

2016

2017

Net sales

83,572

88,806

107,927

111,780

111,696

Sales growth in local currencies1
Foreign currency impact

11.9%
(4.8%)

8.3%
(2.0%)

8.4%
13.1%

5.5%
(1.9%)

2.3%
(2.4%)

7.1%

6.3%

21.5%

3.6%

(0.1%)

3,435
34,492
(396)
34,096
26,481

2,959
49,444
(5,961)
43,483
34,860

3,193
48,432
(634)
47,798
37,925

3,182
48,967
(287)
48,680
38,130

(0%)
1%
N/A
2%
1%

Total assets
Equity

70,337
42,569

77,062
40,294

91,799
46,969

97,539
45,269

102,355
49,815

5%
10%

Capital expenditure, net
Free cash flow1

3,207
22,358

3,986
27,396

5,209
34,222

7,061
39,991

8,679
32,588

23%
(19%)

Percentage of sales:
Sales outside Denmark
Sales and distribution costs
Research and development costs
Administrative costs

99.4%
28.0%
14.0%
4.2%

99.5%
26.2%
15.5%
4.0%

99.7%
26.2%
12.6%
3.6%

99.7%
25.4%
13.0%
3.5%

99.6%
25.4%
12.5%
3.4%

Gross margin
Operating margin
Net profit margin
Effective tax rate
Equity ratio
Return on equity
Cash to earnings
Payout ratio

83.1%
37.7%
30.1%
22.6%
60.5%
60.5%
88.8%
47.1%

83.6%
38.8%
29.8%
22.3%
52.3%
63.9%
103.5%
48.7%

85.0%
45.8%
32.3%
19.8%
51.2%
79.9%
98.2%
46.6%

84.6%
43.3%
33.9%
20.7%
46.4%
82.2%
105.4%
50.2%

84.2%
43.8%
34.1%
21.7%
48.7%
80.2%
85.5%
50.4%

6.9%
6.9%
14.6%
97.2%
93.9%

9.5%
9.5%
12.7%
101.0%
93.1%

43.3%
35.2%
12.7%
148.7%
96.8%

(2.0%)
3.9%
6.2%
150.2%
102.4%

1.1%
1.1%
4.8%
143.2%
96.4%

FINANCIAL RATIOS1

LONG-TERM FINANCIAL TARGETS1







Other diabetes care and obesity
Victoza®
New-generation insulin
Modern insulin
Human insulin

BIOPHARMACEUTICALS SALES




Other biopharmaceuticals
Growth disorders
Haemophilia

DKK billion

DKK billion

DKK billion
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100
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40
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60

30

50

40

20
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20

10

0

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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0

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

0

DKK 10.6 BILLION expensed on company income taxes
4,800 (approx) investigator sites active in Novo Nordisksponsored clinical trials

Return to shareholders

DKK 7.85 total dividend per share in 2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

24.3

24.4

26.8

28.0

27.7

—

—

—

—

0.3

105
77
41,122
9.2%
—
59:41
98%
2
0

106
74
42,446
9.7%
—
59:41
99%
6
0

103
65
42,682
11.0%
90%
60:40
99%
6
0

81.1

77.8

79.3

Change

Patients reached with Novo Nordisk diabetes care
products (estimate in millions)
Patients reached with Novo Nordisk diabetes care
products via the Access to Insulin Commitment (estimate
in millions)
Donations (DKK million)3
New patent families (first filings)
Employees (total)
Employee turnover
Sustainable engagement score
Gender in Management (ratio men:women)
Relevant employees trained in business ethics
Product recalls
Failed inspections

83
77
38,436 4
8.1%
—
61:39
97%
6
0

84
93
41,450 4
9.0%
—
60:40
98%
2
0

(1%)

(3%)
(12%)
1%

Target
82.5

79.5

≥ 80

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Change

Energy consumption (1,000 GJ)
Water consumption (1,000 m3)
CO2 emissions from energy consumption (1,000 tons)
Waste (1,000 tons)

5%

125%
90%

15

2016–2017

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE

2,572
2,685
125
131

2,556
2,959
120
141

2,778
3,131
107
159

2,935
3,293
92
153

2,922
3,276
90
157

(0%)
(1%)
(2%)
3%

6%
74%
8%

(1%)
73%
10%

9%
78%
6%

6%
78%
5%

0%
79%
1%

Not to exceed 3%7
100% by 2020
Not to exceed 3%7

9.40
9.35
2,750
103
550
4.50
11,866
13,989
198.80

10.10
10.07
2,650
57
530
5.00
12,905
14,728
260.30

13.56
13.52
2,600
52
520
6.40
16,230
17,229
399.90

14.99
14.96
2,550
46
510
7.60
19,048
15,057
254.70

LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS

Target

Energy consumption (vs prior year)6
Share of renewable power for production
Water consumption (vs prior year)6

SHARE PERFORMANCE

Change

Basic earnings per share/ADR in DKK1,8
Diluted earnings per share/ADR in DKK1,8
Total number of shares (million), 31 December
Treasury shares (million), 31 December
Share capital (DKK million)
Dividend per share in DKK8
Total dividend (DKK million)
Share repurchases (DKK million)
Closing share price (DKK)

15.42
15.39
2,500
56
500
7.85 9
19,206 9
16,845
334.50

3%
3%
(2%)
22%
(2%)
3%
1%
12%
31%

3. Donations to the World Diabetes Foundation and the Novo Nordisk Haemophilia Foundation. 4. Includes employees of NNIT A/S. 5. Calculation has been adjusted due to change of methodology.
Historical data have been restated accordingly. See p 100 and p 103, note 4.6 for additional information. 6. Target to be discontinued in 2018. See p 13 for additional information. 7. The 3% equals
50% of the business growth measured as the increase in sales in local currencies as a three-year average. Please refer to p 13 for additional information. 8. Share performance-related key figures have
been calculated reflecting a trading unit of DKK 0.20. 9. Total dividend for the year including interim dividend of DKK 3.00 per share, which was paid in August 2017. The remaining DKK 4.85 per
share, corresponding to DKK 11,810 million, will be paid subject to approval at the Annual General Meeting.

EMPLOYEES (TOTAL)







2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

NOVO NORDISK ANNUAL REPORT 2017

LONG-TERM SOCIAL TARGET

Target

DIABETES CARE AND OBESITY SALES

Tax contributions
Capacity and competence building

Company reputation (scale 0–100)5

1. For definitions, please refer to pp 96–97. 2. Years 2015 and 2016, adjusted for DKK 2,376 million from the partial divestment of NNIT A/S and DKK 449 million from the income related to the outlicensing of assets for inflammatory disorders respectively.

Region Latin America
Region Japan & Korea
Region China
Region AAMEO
Region Europe
North America Operations

Production based on 79% renewable power

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESULTS 2017

2,799
31,493
1,046
32,539
25,184








60,000 (approx) direct and indirect jobs
created in Denmark

Contributions to communities

(0%)

Depreciation, amortisation and impairment losses
Operating profit
Net financials
Profit before income taxes
Net profit for the year

SALES BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

Job creation and productivity

For more information, visit us on novonordisk.com or

Change

Operating profit growth
Operating profit growth adjusted2
Operating profit growth in local currencies adjusted2
Operating profit after tax to net operating assets
Cash to earnings (three-year average)

27.7 MILLION people use Novo Nordisk
diabetes care products

2016–2017

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Net sales growth as reported

EXAMPLES OF VALUE CREATED

Improved health and quality of life for
people with diabetes and other serious
chronic diseases

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESULTS 2017

2013

ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE

SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE

See the account for financial, social and environmental performance on pp 6–13 and pp 57–106. The articles on pp 16–53
elaborate on the company’s strategy and actions to be a sustainable business. More information can be found at
novonordisk.com/sustainable-business.

https://www.novonordisk.com/content/dam/
Denmark/HQ/investors/irmaterial/annual_
report/2018/NN-AR17_UK_Online1.pdf

DKK million

PATIENTS

• creating long-term value for patients,
employees, partners and shareholders by
developing innovative and competitive
solutions to patients’ unmet needs

Novo Nordisk places Social and Environmental
progress at the heart of their corporate reporting.

14

FINANCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE

Region Latin America
Region Japan & Korea
Region China
Region AAMEO
Region Europe
North America

WATER CONSUMPTION IN
AREAS SUBJECT TO WATER
STRESS*

CASH DISTRIBUTION TO
SHAREHOLDERS
Share repurchases in the year
Interim dividend for the year
Dividend for prior year
Free cash flow







Thousand

%

DKK billion

50

100

40

40

80

32

30

60

24

20

40

16

10

20

0

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Consumption in areas subject to
water stress
 Consumption in areas not subject
to water stress

0

8

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

0

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

* As defined by the World Resources Institute

NOVO NORDISK ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Meaningful
Shareholder Engagement
From Larry Fink's 2018 letter to CEOs:

The time has come for a new model of shareholder engagement – one that strengthens
and deepens communication between shareholders and the companies that they own. I
have written before that companies have been too focused on quarterly results; similarly,
shareholder engagement has been too focused on annual meetings and proxy votes. If
engagement is to be meaningful and productive – if we collectively are going to focus on
benefitting shareholders instead of wasting time and money in proxy fights – then
engagement needs to be a year-round conversation about improving long-term value.
We looked for:

Disclosure of meaningful engagement with shareholders around strategy
Executive Compensation – Strategic Alignment

BY THE NUMBERS: STOCKHOLDER ENGAGEMENT IN SPRING AND FALL 2017
We contacted our top 50 stockholders
and other key stakeholders
representing over:

50%
of our shares
outstanding

We held in-person and telephonic
meetings with stockholders
representing more than:

Members of our Board held in-person
meetings with stockholders holding
approximately:

42%

37%

of our shares
outstanding

Our executive compensation programs are designed to align compensation with ConocoPhillips’ disciplined, returns-focused
strategy and with the long-term interests of our stockholders. Our goal to deliver superior returns to stockholders through price
cycles is tied to the five strategic cash flow allocation priorities discussed under “2017 Strategic Transformation and Execution”
beginning on page 50. Our compensation metrics are directly tied to our strategic priorities, which provide comprehensive and
integrated support for our value proposition.

VCIP

PSP

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

18

Operational
• Production
• Operating & Overhead
• Capital
• Operational Milestones

20%

20%

20

Health, Safety and
Environmental
• Total Recordable Rate (“TRR”)
• Process Safety Events

20%

of our shares
outstanding

Matters discussed during these meetings included our strategy and value
proposition, executive compensation, board composition and governance,
and sustainability.

EXECUTIVE
COMPENSATION
METRICS

30%

ALIGNMENT
WITH

STRATEGIC CASH
FLOW ALLOCATION
PRIORITIES

DELIVERS
VALUE
PROPOSITION

1 Low Sustaining Capital
Invest enough capital to sustain
production and pay existing
dividend

2 Grow Dividend

Grow dividend annually

Financial
• Adjusted ROCE – Return on Capital Employed
• Adjusted CROCE – Cash Return on Capital
Employed

3 Reduce Debt

Superior
Returns to
Stockholders
Through
Price Cycles

Reduce debt and target ‘A’
credit rating

Strategic
Milestones (VCIP)
• Optimize portfolio through strategic dispositions
• Maintain a strong balance sheet and reduce debt
• Provide distinctive stockholder distributions with
annual dividend growth and share repurchase
program
• Focus on improving absolute financial returns

20%

Proxy Statement

20%

20%

ConocoPhillips 2018 Proxy Statement

50%

Objectives (PSP)
• Maintain financial strength and flexibility and
optimize portfolio
• Achieve $1B controllable cost reduction from 2014
actuals and deliver overall controllable cost per
BOE reduction
• Improve three-year HSE performance

4 Stockholder Payout

Pay out 20-30 percent of cash from
operations to stockholders annually

5 Disciplined Investment
Disciplined investment to expand
cash from operations

Total
Shareholder
Return

VCIP - VARIABLE CASH INCENTIVE PROGRAM
PSP - PERFORMANCE SHARE PROGRAM

ConocoPhillips presents shareholder engagement
in detail, and cross-references the subject
throughout the Proxy Statement. The Company’s
strategy and value proposition are among the
topics discussed and – importantly – an overview
of ConocoPhillips’ strategy is also presented in
the Proxy Statement.

http://static.conocophillips.com/files/
resources/18proxystatement.htm#1

www.argyle.company
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Compensation Discussion & Analysis — Executive Overview

We announced an updated value proposition in late 2016 focused on creating value through commodity price cycles with a
disciplined, returns-focused strategy. In late 2017, we reaffirmed our value proposition to the market. Our value proposition is
underpinned by five strategic cash flow allocation priorities that we expect will deliver our goal of superior returns to stockholders
through price cycles. We believe the following strategic priorities, and our ability to deliver them through cycles, are distinctive and
differential among E&P companies.

1

Invest enough
capital to sustain
production and
pay existing
dividend;

2

Grow dividend
annually;

3

Reduce debt
and target ‘A’
credit rating;

4

Pay out 20 to 30
percent of cash
from operations
to stockholders
annually; and

5

Disciplined
investment
to expand
cash from
operations.

We try to engage with shareholders in several ways. This includes
regular communications, the AGM and other investor relations
activities. We announce our results on a quarterly basis and our
annual results are included in our Annual Report. All shareholders
receive an Annual Summary which advises them that our Annual
Report and Notice of our Annual General Meeting are available.

r
ium

Philip Hampton also meets with maj
their views and discuss07
issues of mu
communicates their views to the res
he held over 15 individual meetings
range of issues. Our Senior Indepen
(SID) and our other Non-Executive D
with major shareholders.

On an ongoing basis, our Investor R
with offices in London and Philadelp
communication with investors. The C
focal point for communications on c

Annual Governance event

NT

on

and they have hosted a total of 25 gr
shareholders and potential major sh

A cornerstone of our investor calendar is the annual governance
event that we hold with institutional shareholders, key investment
industry bodies and influential proxy advisory firms. This year’s
event was held in December 2017 at the Francis Crick Institute in
London and was hosted by the Chairman, our SID, and our
Committee Chairs.

March 16, 2018

Dear Fellow Stockholders:
Image HIV virus

Annual Report

2017

You are cordially invited to attend Lockheed Martin’s 2018 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders on Thursday, April 26, at 8:00 a.m. EDT.

GlaxoSmithKline 2017 Annual Report

Continued to Deliver Strong Financial Results
2017 While
was another
outstandingof
year
of achievement
at Lockheed
Martin. Our
a number
US
corporations
undertake
stockholders saw a total return of 32 percent – contributing to an impressive
investor
days,overfew
communicate
aboutourthem
307 percent
total return
the past
five years. We continued
efforts in
to return
cash toreporting
stockholders through
andGSK
ongoingand
sharea number
annual
in thedividends
style of
repurchases – returning over $4 billion to stockholders throughout the year.

of British peers. In this extract from the Company’s
Enhanced
Corporate
Governance
andpresents
Refreshed Board
Membership
Annual
Report,
GSK
how
the Chairman
We stayed engaged with stockholders and other key stakeholders during
uses
an
Annual
Governance
Event
to
share
updates
2017. In response to their valuable feedback, the Board proactively
changed
the corporation’s
practices
to give
stockholders
the right to of
on areasgovernance
of Board
focus
including
oversight
amend the bylaws.
business priorities, culture and strategy.
Over the past four years, we have added five new independent directors,
including Jeh C. Johnson and James D. Taiclet, Jr. who joined the Board on
January 1 of this year. We will continue to recruit directors who offer diverse
perspectives, strong business and professional experience, and unique skills
to thehttps://www.gsk.com/media/4751/annual-report.pdf
Board. We are grateful to James M. Loy who will retire from the Board
upon the expiration of his term at the 2018 Annual Meeting. Jim made many
contributions to the Board during his tenure.
Committed to Innovation and Long-Term Growth
Throughout the year, the Board is actively engaged in developing corporate
strategy and participating in our long-range planning. The corporation
made $1.2 billion of capital expenditures in 2017. We plan to increase
capital expenditures in 2018 and invest more in research and development
to create new technologies that will help drive long-term growth. We are
committed to meeting our customers’ needs, pursuing opportunities to grow
our business and returning value to stockholders. We also remain focused
on ensuring that our strategy for future success is reflected in our executive
pay programs through a mix of short- and long-term incentives that align
with the corporation’s long-range plan. At the same time, we are steadfast
in maintaining our longstanding commitment to corporate citizenship
and sustainability.
Your
Vote Matters
Corporate Governance
We urge you to read the proxy statement and cast your vote promptly in
Effective
Stockholder
accordance
with the Engagement
Board of Directors’ recommendations – even if you plan
toAccountability
attend the
Annual
Meeting.
to our
stockholders
is an important component
SPRING
of the Corporation’s success. We recognize the value of building
informed relationships with our investors that promote further
transparency and accountability. More than 94 percent of the
Sincerely,
votes cast at our 2017 annual meeting approved our Say-on-Pay
proposal. While proxy voting is one direct way to influence
corporate behavior, proactive engagement with our investors can
be effective and impactful. Investor views are communicated
to the Board and are instrumental in the development of our
governance, compensation and sustainability policies and informs
Marillyn
Hewson
our business A.
strategy.

Publish Annual Report, Proxy
Statement and Sustainability
Report. Speak with investors
about topics to be addressed at the
Annual Meeting held in April.

WINTER

Cycle concludes with
the Board’s annual
self-assessment
of its performance
and effectiveness.

Chairman,
President and Chief Executive Officer
During 2017, we had 27 engagements by telephone conference and/
or written correspondence with our largest institutional investors
and other significant stockholders. We engaged with investors
about an array of governance topics, including stockholders’
right to amend the Corporation’s Bylaws and Board composition.
Many investors considered the right to amend our Bylaws to be
a fundamental right. In response, we made that right available
through an amendment to the Bylaws. The Board will continue to
seek investor input on its governance practices in furtherance of
enhancing long-term stockholder value.

SUMMER
Review results of
the Annual Meeting,
governance trends,
regulatory developments
and our policies and
practices. Solicit input
from investors on
proposed changes the
Board may consider.

Communicate investor feedback to the
Board and use it to enhance our
disclosures, governance practices and
compensation programs.

Investor Engagement Cycle

authority of the stockholders and the Board to amend the Bylaws is
subject to the provisions of the Corporation’s charter and applicable
statutes. (Our Bylaws can be found on the Corporation’s website at
www.lockheedmartin.com/corporate-governance.)

Proxy Access
Our Bylaws permit a stockholder or a group of up to 20 stockholders
who together have owned at least three percent of the Corporation’s
outstanding common stock continuously for three years to
nominate for election by the Corporation’s stockholders and

Stockholder Right to Call Special Meeting

– Overview of business performance for 2017
– Board and CET Succession – skills, capabilities
and diversity
– New CEO

include in the Corporation’s proxy solicitation materials for its
annual meeting up to the greater of two directors or 20 percent of
the number of directors in office at the time of the proxy access
deadline described on page 77.

– Board stewardship and stakehold
– Brexit.

Lynn Elsenhans, Dr Jesse Goodman
Urs Rohner provided an overview of
Board Committees undertaken durin
Banga, our SID, provided his insight
dynamics and the role and contribut
Directors in challenging and shaping
business model.

Listening to the views of our shareho
feedback during this event held in th
reporting and AGM season, helps th
shareholders’ views.

– Oversight of new business priorities:
– Innovation, Performance and Trust
– Capital Allocation

2018 PROXY STATEMENT
March 16, 2018

Dear Fellow Stockholders:
You are cordially invited to attend Lockheed Martin’s 2018 Annual Meeting of
Stockholders on Thursday, April 26, at 8:00 a.m. EDT.
Continued to Deliver Strong Financial Results
2017 was another outstanding year of achievement at Lockheed Martin. Our
stockholders saw a total return of 32 percent – contributing to an impressive
307 percent total return over the past five years. We continued our efforts
to return cash to stockholders through dividends and ongoing share
repurchases – returning over $4 billion to stockholders throughout the year.
Enhanced Corporate Governance and Refreshed Board Membership
We stayed engaged with stockholders and other key stakeholders during
2017. In response to their valuable feedback, the Board proactively changed
the corporation’s governance practices to give stockholders the right to
amend the bylaws.

Lockheed Martin Corporation
2018 Annual Meeting
of Stockholders
Lockheed Martin Center for
Leadership Excellence Auditorium
6777 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

Over the past four years, we have added five new independent directors,
including Jeh C. Johnson and James D. Taiclet, Jr. who joined the Board on
January 1 of this year. We will continue to recruit directors who offer diverse
perspectives, strong business and professional experience, and unique skills
to the Board. We are grateful to James M. Loy who will retire from the Board
upon the expiration of his term at the 2018 Annual Meeting. Jim made many
contributions to the Board during his tenure.
Committed to Innovation and Long-Term Growth
Throughout the year, the Board is actively engaged in developing corporate
strategy and participating in our long-range planning. The corporation
made $1.2 billion of capital expenditures in 2017. We plan to increase
capital expenditures in 2018 and invest more in research and development
to create new technologies that will help drive long-term growth. We are
committed to meeting our customers’ needs, pursuing opportunities to grow
our business and returning value to stockholders. We also remain focused
on ensuring that our strategy for future success is reflected in our executive
pay programs through a mix of short- and long-term incentives that align
with the corporation’s long-range plan. At the same time, we are steadfast
in maintaining our longstanding commitment to corporate citizenship
and sustainability.
Your Vote Matters
We urge you to read the proxy statement and cast your vote promptly in
accordance with the Board of Directors’ recommendations – even if you plan
to attend the Annual Meeting.
Sincerely,

Marillyn A. Hewson
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

Lockheed Martin 2018 Proxy Statement
In a letter at the beginning of the Proxy Statement,
Marillyn Hewson, Lockheed Martin’s Chairman,
President and CEO, highlights that the Board, “…
is actively engaged in developing corporate strategy
and participating in our long-range planning”. The
Proxy Statement goes on to disclose that investor
views are communicated to the Board and inform
the Company’s business strategy.

FALL

Stockholder Right to Amend Bylaws
Following a dialogue with many of our largest investors and a
deliberative review of the issue during the past year, the Board
proactively changed the Bylaws in December 2017 to give the
Corporation’s stockholders the right to amend the Bylaws. The

We valued prior engagement with and input from the Investor
Forum and their members in helping shape the agenda for
the event. The Chairman shared updates on key areas of focus
for the Board including:

– Aligning culture and strategy

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/content/
dam/lockheed-martin/eo/documents/
annual-reports/2018-proxy-statement.pdf
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Board Oversight of Strategy

SUMMARY OF DIRE

SUBJECT MATTER EXP
Strategy
Branding
Consumer/Retail

From Larry Fink’s 2018 letter to CEOs:

Digital/Omni-Chann

In order to make engagement with shareholders as productive as possible, companies
must be able to describe their strategy for long-term growth. I want to reiterate our
request, outlined in past letters, that you publicly articulate your company’s strategic
framework for long-term value creation and explicitly affirm that it has been reviewed by
your board of directors. This demonstrates to investors that your board is engaged with
the strategic direction of the company. When we meet with directors, we also expect them
to describe the Board process for overseeing your strategy.
We looked for:

Disclosures that highlight board oversight of corporate strategy

Corporate Governance at American Express 2018 Proxy Statement

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY

PROXY STATEMENT

Our Board’s Primary Role and Responsibilities,
Structure and Processes
Our Board’s Primary Role and Responsibilities
Our Board bears the responsibility for the oversight of management on behalf of our shareholders in order to ensure
long-term value creation. In that regard, the primary responsibilities of our Board include (i) oversight of the Company’s
annual business plan and corporate strategy, (ii) ongoing succession planning and (iii) risk management.

How our Board Oversees our Annual Business Plan and Corporate Strategy
Our Board oversees our strategic direction and business activities. At the beginning of each year, our Chief Financial Officer
presents our consolidated annual business plan to the Board, and the Board discusses the Company’s results relative
to the plan periodically throughout the year. Each year, the Board engages in a two-day offsite strategy meeting with
management where it conducts a comprehensive review and discussion of the Company’s strategic goals over the short-,
medium- and long-term, as well as management’s plans to achieve such goals. In addition, at least once a year, each of
the Global Business Groups presents an in-depth review of their business to the Board.

In-depth review
by global business
groups

American Express 2018 Proxy Statement
American Express presents an overview of how its
Board oversees corporate strategy.

Discussion of Company
results relative to the
annual business plan

Comprehensive
review of Company’s
strategic goals

Consolidation of
annual business
plan

http://ir.americanexpress.com/Cache/1001233964.
PDF?O=PDF&T=&Y=&D=&FID=1001233964&iid=102700
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2018 PROXY STATEMENT

ent

R D ’ S RO L E I N S T R AT E G I C OV E R S I G H T

oard is actively engaged in the oversight of the Company’s strategic plan. While the Board receives updates
ing strategic matters throughout the year, one Board meeting per year, typically in September, is focused on
mpany’s strategic planning and direction. At this meeting, the Board reviews the Company’s corporate strategy
sented by management and provides input and oversight on short-term strategic goals and helps set the longtrategic direction of the Company. In addition to this annual review, the Board receives detailed presentations
hout the year on critical aspects of the implementation of these initiatives. These periodic presentations include
w of performance, progress on initiatives, and reports from specific departments such as finance, business
ormation, store operations, merchandising, marketing, information technology, supply chain, human resources
gal.

IR ENE C H ANG B R IT T INDEPENDENT
Age: 55
Director Since: 2015
Committees:
• Audit
• Nominating
and Corporate
Governance (Chair)

Tailored Brands 2018 Proxy Statement
Tailored Brands presents its Board’s role in
overseeing strategy, and uses a Skills Matrix and
Director Biographies to highlight individual directors’
experience in this area.

Director Skills and Qualifications:
• Deep knowledge of the consumer products industry with
extensive executive experience and expertise in global
strategy development, marketing services and consumer
insights, as well as extensive experience serving on the
boards of directors of other public companies

Ms. Britt is a former Fortune 500 C-Suite executive, having spent 30 years working for companies such as
Kimberly-Clark, Kraft Foods and Campbell Soup Co, in progressively higher leadership roles. Her more recent roles
at Campbell were President, Pepperidge Farm, SVP Global Baking and Snacking, Global Chief Strategy Officer
and President, North America Foodservice. Prior to Campbell, Ms. Britt held leadership roles with Kraft Foods and
Kimberly-Clark. Ms. Britt currently serves on the boards of Dunkin Brands Group, Inc., including as chair of their
nominating and corporate governance committee and as a member of their audit committee, and Brighthouse
Financial, Inc., including as chair of their nominating and corporate governance committee and as a member of
their compensation and investment committees. She was a director of TerraVia Holdings Inc. from March 2017 to
January 2018, where she served as chairperson of the board and as member of their compensation committee.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/884217/000120677418001613/tlrd_courtesypdf.pdf

Proxy Statement Summary

BUSINESS STRATEGY AND 2017 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
Velocity Growth Plan
Beginning in 2017, we shifted our focus from turnaround to delivering long-term growth through the
execution of our customer-centric strategy: the Velocity Growth Plan. Our plan is rooted in extensive research
and insights, along with a deep understanding of the key drivers of the business. We are targeting the
opportunities at the core of our business — food, value and customer experience. Our plan outlines actions
to drive sustainable guest count growth, which is a reliable long-term measure of the Company’s strength
that is vital to growing sales and shareholder value.
The Velocity Growth Plan is built on the following three pillars, each of which focuses on building a
better McDonald’s:

Retain

Regain

Convert

our customer base by fortifying
and extending our areas of
strength, including breakfast
and family occasions

customers we have lost
with a focus on food quality,
convenience and value

casual customers through
greater emphasis on coffee
and other snack offerings

Each pillar has established sustainable platforms that enable execution of the plan with greater speed,
efficiency and impact. Additionally, through the following three growth accelerators, we are enhancing the
overall customer experience with hospitality, friendly service and ever-improving convenience for customers
on their terms:

Digital

Evolving the technology
platform by expanding
choices for how
customers order, pay
and are served through
additional functionality
on our global mobile
application, self-order
kiosks and other enablers
such as table service and
curbside pick-up.

Delivery

Bringing McDonald’s to
the customer through
the added convenience
of delivery.

5.3%

$9.6B

OPERATING INCOME

1.9%

2018 NOTICE OF
ANNUAL SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
AND PROXY STATEMENT

Experience
of the Future

Focusing on restaurant
modernization and
technology in order to
transform the restaurant
service experience and
enhance the Brand in the
eyes of our customers.

The Company’s strong performance in 2017, as highlighted below, demonstrates that we have developed
momentum, which enables us to drive our business, innovate and invest in our growth, and compete
effectively in today’s global marketplace.

increase in GLOBAL
COMPARABLE SALES

McDONALD’S CORPORATION

McDonald’s 2018 Proxy Statement

17%

increase in GLOBAL
COMPARABLE GUEST COUNTS

increase in DILUTED
EARNINGS PER SHARE

45%

101%

Cumulative 3-Year TOTAL
1-Year TOTAL
SHAREHOLDER
RETURNStrategy. The Company’s Board of Directors is comprised of a diverse group of
SHAREHOLDER RETURN Active Oversight
of Company

committed and highly qualified individuals who care deeply about McDonald’s, and have skills and expertise
that are aligned with the Company’s strategy. More than one-third of the Directors joined the Board within
the last four years, bringing fresh perspectives and unique skills that contribute to the overall effectiveness of
9
the Board.McDonald’s Corporation
The Board provides active oversight of the Company’s strategy. The Velocity Growth Plan is discussed at
each Board meeting, and the Board’s Public Policy & Strategy Committee, established in 2016, was actively
engaged in the development of the Board’s annual “deep dive” strategy session, which took place in London
in 2017. The United Kingdom market has had over 10 years of steady growth, and we experienced many of
the Velocity Growth Plan’s accelerators firsthand in the restaurants there. We also engaged with the global
leadership team and the UK management team, participating in open and robust discussions about the
opportunities and challenges that will help to evolve the Company’s strategic direction as we move forward.

McDonald’s highlights its Board’s oversight
of strategy throughout the Proxy Statement,
and presents the Company’s strategy in a
dedicated section.

The Board continuously monitors the Company’s strategy, leadership and operations in light of an everchanging business environment. We also carefully examine with management the different ways McDonald’s
can continue to create value for shareholders. We believe the Directors’ experiences and perspectives have
helped evolve McDonald’s culture and focus on the Company’s strategic initiatives, and we look forward to
continued progress in 2018 and beyond.

https://corporate.mcdonalds.com/
corpmcd/investors-relations/investorevents/annual-shareholders-meeting.html

10

Strategy for Long-Term Growth
From Larry Fink’s 2018 letter to CEOs:

The statement of long-term strategy is essential to understanding a company’s actions
and policies, its preparation for potential challenges, and the context of its shorter-term
decisions. Your company’s strategy must articulate a path to achieve financial
performance. To sustain that performance, however, you must also understand the societal
impact of your business as well as the ways that broad, structural trends – from slow wage
growth to rising automation to climate change – affect your potential for growth.
We looked for:

Presentations of strategy that communicate how a company
creates long-term value

Sustainable Business Practic

Exelon’s sustainability practices – inc
strategy and operations. We achieved
•
•
•
•
•

Proxy Statement Summary

•
•

Proxy Statement Summary

Expanded paid leave policy to allo
Signed the White House Equal Pa
aligning with our values;
Increased diversity spending with
commitment to diversity and incl
2017 awards and recognitions inc
Work in 2017, CEO Action for Dive
Exelon and our employees set a n
and volunteering 210,000 hours;
Recognized as having the lowest
Named to the Dow Jones Sustain
for 9th consecutive year.

Our Strategy and Capital Allocation Framework

2018

In October 2015, Corning announced a Strategy and Capital Allocation Framework (the Framework) that reflects the
Company’s financial and operational strengths, as well as its ongoing commitment to increasing shareholder value. The
Framework outlines our leadership priorities, and articulates the opportunities we see across our businesses. We designed the
Framework to create significant value for shareholders by focusing our portfolio and leveraging our financial strength. Under
our Framework we target generating $26 to $30 billion of cash through 2019, returning more than $12.5 billion to shareholders
through 2019 and investing $10 billion through 2019 to sustain our leadership positions and deliver growth.

Notice of
Annual Meeting of Shareholders
& Proxy Statement

Leadership Priorities through 2019

Focus Portfolio and Utilize Financial Strength
• Focus Portfolio: Deliver strong financial performance and capital stewardship
— Improve ROIC
— Create new sales and profit streams
— Seek upside for cash distributions, e.g., potential transactions outside focus areas

• Utilize Financial Strength: Deploy $26-$30B in cash through 2019
— Deliver >$12.5B to shareholders including >10% annual dividend increases
— Invest ~$10B in our growth and sustained leadership
— Target Debt/EBITDA* ≈ 2x
Continued Success of Strategy and Capital Allocation Framework
• Returned $9B to shareholders since October 2015
• Invested $4.5B in RD&E, CapEx, and M&A
• 2017 sales up 8%; Core EPS up 11%
* Target Debt to Target EBITDA, see Appendix A for definitions

Focusing Our Portfolio: Our probability of success increases as we invest in our world-class capabilities. Corning is
concentrating approximately 80% of its research, development and engineering investment and capital spending on a
cohesive set of three core technologies, four manufacturing and engineering platforms, and five market-access platforms.
Our cost of innovation declines as we reapply our talents and repurpose our assets. And by combining capabilities we create
higher and more sustainable advantages, and, ultimately, delighted customers.

Corning 2018 Proxy Statement
Corning presents its strategy with a focus on
how the Company plans to generate sustainable
returns over time.

Focused and Cohesive Portfolio

Higher Success Rate, Lower Costs, Delighted Customers

3

Core
Technologies

Proxy Statement Summary

2016-2019 Capital Allocation Model

Optical
Communications
Mobile Consumer
Electronics

Driving
Profita
Growth

Display
Precision
Forming

Extrusion

Automotive
Life Sciences
Vessels

!

Growth

RD&E (after-tax)
~$2B

CORNING 2018 PROXY STATEMENT

7

Capital Expenditures
$6-7B

Shareholders

M&A
$1-3B
Total Funds
Available
$26-30B(1)(3)

Expand Share Repurchase
Program
+
Increase Dividend per
Share Annually
>$12.5B(1)

Cash

Potential Transactions
(1)
~$4.8B + ~$?B

OUR ONETractor S

Market-Access
Platforms

Uses

Cash Flow from Operations
(before RD&E investment)
(1)
~$13-16B

Target Debt/EBITDA(2) ≈ 2x
~$4-5B

Ceramic
Science

5

Focus >80% of resources on opportunities that leverage
capabilities from at least two of three columns

Sources

Existing Cash
at Year End 2015
~$4.6B

Fusion
Optical
Physics

Utilize Financial Strength

Manufacturing &
Engineering Platforms
Vapor
Deposition

Glass
Science

Utilizing Our Financial Strength: We expect to generate and deploy $26 to $30 billion through 2019. We plan to invest
$10 billion of that amount to grow and maintain our market leadership positions. We also plan to distribute more than $12.5
billion to our shareholders through share repurchases and our annual dividend.

4

Global Cash Target Level
~$2B

(1) In June 2016, Corning updated its Strategy and Capital Allocation Framework to reflect the realignment of its interest in
Dow Corning: eliminating ~$800M in dividends; adding $4.8B in cash; raising Total Funds Available to $26-$30B;
and increasing shareholder returns to more than $12.5B
(2) Target Debt to Target EBITDA, see Appendix A for definitions
(3) Total Funds Available range assumes benefits/risks of current hedge ratio through 2022

https://investor.corning.com/investorrelations/financials/annual-reports-and-proxystatements/default.aspx

Our mission is to work hard,
have fun and make money
by providing legendary
service and great products
at everyday low prices. In
adherence with this mission,
Tractor Supply is committed to
growing our business by being
the most dependable supplier
of relevant products and
services, creating customer
loyalty through personalized
experiences and providing
convenience that our
customers expect anytime,
anywhere, anyway.

•
•
•

Compara
Increase
Tractor S
Petsense
Online G

Offerin
Produc
Service

•
•
•

Product
In-Store
Services
Custome

WE ARE

GUIDED

by our

FOUNDATIONAL

strengths
6

www.argyle.company

•

Tractor Supply Company

Team
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Exelon’s Purpose:

Powering a cleaner and brighter future
for our customers and communities

NOTICE OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
AND 2018 PROXY STATEMENT

We are collaborating with national labs, leading
universities, start-ups, venture funds and
corporations in the development of new technologies
to transform the way we produce and use energy.
This summary highlights selected information about the items to be voted on at the annual meeting of shareholders. This
summary
does not contain all of the information that you should consider in deciding how to vote. Please read the entire proxy
We will continue to advocate for the economic
and
statement before voting.
environmental health of our communities.

Proxy Statement Summary

Exelon is America’s Leading Energy Provider

We are a FORTUNE 100 company that works in key facets of the power business: power generation, competitive energy sales,
transmission and delivery. As the nation’s leading competitive power provider, Exelon does business in 48 states, D.C., and
Canada and had 2017 revenues of $33.5 billion. We employ approximately 34,000 people nationwide.

Photo Credit: National Labs

POWERING A CLEANER
AND BRIGHTER FUTURE
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
AND COMMUNITIES

Exelon, our family of companies, the Exelon The Exelon Family of Companies
Foundation and our employees set an Exelon record in
corporate philanthropy and volunteerism,
committing more than $52 million to nonprofits
and volunteering 210,000 hours.
Generation

Energy Sales & Service

Transmission & Delivery

Exelon is the largest competitive U.S.
power generator, with more than 35,500
megawatts of nuclear, gas, wind, solar
and hydroelectric generating capacity
comprising one of the nation’s cleanest
and lowest-cost power generation fleets.

The Company’s Constellation business
unit provides energy products and
services to approximately 2 million
residential, public sector and business
customers, including more than
two-thirds of the Fortune 100.

Exelon’s six utilities deliver electricity
and natural gas to approximately
10 million customers in Delaware, the
District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania through
its Delmarva Power, Pepco, ComEd,
BGE, Atlantic City Electric and
PECO subsidiaries.

In 2017, we were named to the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index for the 12th consecutive
year.
Learn
more at www.exeloncorp.com

Exelon 2018 Proxy Statement

Our Strategy
As the energy industry undergoes rapid changes, Exelon is executing a strategy to grow and diversify the Company. We’re making
targeted investments in our core markets and promising technologies with the potential to reshape the energy landscape.

The Exelon Strategic Plan

Focus on Cash Flow
Grow our Regulated
to support utility growth
Utilities Business
while reducing debt.
to benefit customers
and provide earnings
stability to our investors.

ces

cluding our environmental and social initiatives – are a fundamental component of our
d significant progress against our objectives in 2017, including:

ow both women and men to meet the dual demands of work and family;
ay Pledge affirming our commitment to uphold fair treatment for all of our employees and

(1)

Optimize Exelon
Generation value
by seeking fair
compensation for the
zero-carbon attributes
of our fleet, closing
uneconomic plants,
monetizing assets and
maximizing the value
of our fleet through
our generation to load
matching strategy.

Return Cash to
Shareholders and
meet Capital
Allocation Priorities
with 5% dividend
growth annually through
2020(1) while prioritizing
organic utility growth,
debt reduction and
modest contracted
generation investments.

Retain a Strong
Balance Sheet
with all businesses
meeting investment
grade metrics
through the 2021
planning horizon.

Quarterly dividends are subject to declaration by the Board of Directors.

Learn more at http://www.exeloncorp.com/company/business-strategy

h suppliers by $432 million (a 29% increase from the prior year) demonstrating our strong
lusion initiatives;
clude: Billion Dollar Roundtable, Civic 50, Top 50 Companies for Diversity, Best Places to
ersity & Inclusion, and UN’s HeForShe;
new record in corporate philanthropy and volunteerism, committing over $52 million in giving

www.exeloncorp.com
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Exelon presents an aligned vision of the
Company’s purpose and strategy, and sustainable
business practices.

http://www.exeloncorp.com/company/Documents/
Exelon%20-%202018%20Proxy%20Statement.pdf

carbon dioxide emissions of the top 20 investor owned utilities; and
nability Index North America for the 12th consecutive year and by Newsweek Green rankings

2017
ANNUAL REPORT

Our ONETractor Strategy

STRATEGY

Strategic
OUR

Goals
in
OUR

Goals

g
able
h

Action

Building
Customer-Centric
Engagement

Supply Store Growth
e Store Growth
Growth

ng Relevant
cts and
es

Assortment
Experience
that Fit Our
ers’ Lifestyle

•
•
•

Personalization
Relationship Marketing
Supporting the Lifestyle through
Community Events & Sponsorships,
such as FFA & 4-H

Enhancing our
Core & Foundational
Capabilities

•
•
•

Leverage Analytics
Online Enhancements
Supply Chain Efficiencies &
Infrastructure

m Member Engagement
Empower our team
members by developing
their skills and leadership
while leveraging
technology

customers'

needs

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, ANYWAY

A Unique Understanding
of Life Out Here

able Store Sales

meet our

HOW WE

Team Members
•
•
•

Strong Engagement
Product Expertise
Live the Lifestyle

Products our
Customers Want
•
•
•

National & Regional Brands
Exclusive Brands
Complementary Services

Our customers access our products
and seasoned advice:

In-store across nearly
1,700 Tractor Supply locations

Tractor Supply 2017 Annual Report
and 2018 Proxy Statement
Tractor Supply communicates its strategy for growth
clearly and consistently across all of the Company’s
shareholder materials.

Online at
TractorSupply.com 24/7

Through our
Customer Solutions Center at
(877) 718-6750

Cost Productivity to Generate
Strong Returns

22 million

Supply Chain
and Logistics

Operating
Efficiencies

STORE LOCATION SEARCHES IN 2017 ON
TRACTORSUPPLY.COM

•

•
•
•

7+ million

•
•

New Distribution &
Mixing Centers
Labor and Transportation
Efficiencies
Data-driven Analytics

Process Improvements
Cost Reductions
Store Labor
Management Tools

NEIGHBOR’S
CLUB

NEIGHBOR’S CLUB MEMBERS

Operational Efficiency
Support business
capabilities through
margin improvement and
efficiency

2017 Annual Report
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Annual Report:
http://ir.tractorsupply.com/Cache/1500109200.
PDF?O=PDF&T=&Y=&D=&FID=
1500109200&iid=4071364
Proxy Statement:
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/916365/000091636518000036/
a2018proxydef14ar339.pdf
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Linking the Boardroom
to the Business
From Larry Fink’s 2018 letter to CEOs:

The board’s engagement in developing your long-term strategy is essential because an
engaged board and a long-term approach are valuable indicators of a company’s ability to
create long-term value for shareholders. Just as we seek deeper conversation between
companies and shareholders, we also ask that directors assume deeper involvement with
a firm’s long-term strategy. Boards meet only periodically, but their responsibility is
continuous. Directors whose knowledge is derived only from sporadic meetings are not
fulfilling their duty to shareholders.
We looked for:
GE 2018 Print Proxy
043360
333462(1) General Electric Proxy
Presentations of ongoing Director education and
proximity
to the
business
GE 2018 Print Proxy

043360

333462(1) General Electric Proxy

03/12/18

page a

Board Members Are Encouraged
to Visit at Least Two GE Businesses
Per Year

NOTICE OF 2018
ANNUAL MEETING &
PROXY STATEMENT
APRIL 25, 2018
IMPERIAL, PENNSYLVANIA

GE PRACTICE. We encourage our directors to meet with GE senior
managers throughout the company. To facilitate this contact, directors
are encouraged to make at least two visits to GE businesses each year,
typically unaccompanied by corporate management. Priority goes
to those businesses identified as strategically important during the
company’s annual financial and strategic planning sessions as well
as any that were recently acquired or are a particular focus of risk
oversight. These visits also serve as an important tool in the Board’s
succession planning process for the CEO and the rest of the senior
leadership team.

10 BUSINESS VISITS IN 2017
UNITED STATES
Additive, Cincinnati, Ohio

GE 2018 Proxy Statement
GE uses the Proxy Statement to explain how directors
go beyond the boardroom.

Aviation, Cincinnati, Ohio
GE Capital, Norwalk, Connecticut
Global Research Center, Niskayuna, New York
Healthcare, Chicago, Illinois
Oil & Gas, Houston, Texas
Power, Schenectady, New York

EUROPE
Oil & Gas, Florence, Italy

https://www.ge.com/investor-relations/proxy/overview

ASIA
Digital, Shanghai, China
Healthcare, Beijing, China

www.argyle.company

03/12/18

page 19

BOArD COmPOSItION AND rEfrEShmENt
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the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee is committed to actively seeking out highly qualified women
and minority candidates, as well as candidates with diverse backgrounds, skills and experience, to include in the pool
from which Board nominees are chosen. The Board also annually assesses the diversity of its members as part of its
self-assessment process.
Notice of 2018 Annual Meeting of
Shareholders and Proxy Statement

Director Orientation and Continuing Education
We have a comprehensive orientation program for all new directors with respect to their role as directors and as members
of the particular Board committees on which they will serve. This orientation program includes one-on-one meetings
with senior management, visits to PepsiCo’s operations and extensive written materials to familiarize new directors with
PepsiCo’s business, financial performance, strategic plans, executive compensation program, and corporate governance
policies and practices. Additional training is also provided when a director assumes a leadership role, such as becoming a
Committee Chair.
We also have continuing education programs to assist directors in enhancing their skills and knowledge to better perform
their duties and to recognize, and deal appropriately with, issues that may arise. These programs may be part of regular
Board and Committee meetings or provided by qualified third-parties on various topics. The directors also periodically
visit PepsiCo’s operations, which provide the directors with an opportunity to see firsthand the execution and impact of
the Company’s strategy and engage with senior leaders and associates in our divisions to deepen their understanding
of PepsiCo’s business, competitive environment and corporate culture. In addition, the Company pays for all reasonable
expenses for any director who wishes to attend an external director continuing education program.

Board and Committee Self-Assessments
Our Board continually seeks to improve its performance. Pursuant to PepsiCo’s Corporate Governance Guidelines and
the Charters of each of the Board’s Committees, the Board and each of its Committees conduct a self-evaluation at least
annually. Our processes enable directors to provide anonymous and confidential feedback on topics including:

PepsiCo 2018 Proxy Statement
●

Board/Committee information and materials;

Board/Committee meeting mechanics and structure;
PepsiCo discloses that periodic site visits
provide
Board/Committee composition (including diversity and mix of skills, qualifications and experience);
directors with the opportunity to see theBoard/Committee
execution responsibilities and accountability (including with respect to strategy, risk management, senior
and impact of the Company’s strategy. management development and succession planning, corporate governance and sustainability);
●
●
●

●
●

Board meeting conduct and content; and
The future is exciting.
Overall performance of Board members.

Ready?

To promote effectiveness of the Board and each Committee, the self-assessment results are reviewed and addressed by
the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee, the members of each Committee and the independent directors
both alone in an executive session led by the Presiding Director and with members of management.
http://www.pepsico.com/docs/album/investor/

pepsico-inc-2018-proxy-statement.pdfThis process of actively engaging in thoughtful discussions, including on topics ranging from Board and Committee

composition to overall performance of Board members, has had a meaningful impact on Board refreshment and
succession planning. As a testament to the effectiveness of this self-assessment process, since 2014 the Board has
Vodafone Group Plc
added six new directors of our current
Board
and since 2016 appointed three new Board Committee chairs, two of whom
Annual Report
2018
are women. This refreshment demonstrates the Board’s focus on ensuring that each member of the Board brings the
necessary skills and areas of expertise to contribute to discussions around PepsiCo’s strategic initiatives and to oversee
the risks that face our business and as they evolve.

Vodafone 2018 Annual Report

Local market focus:
Vodafone Germany and the
Mission to the Moon project
As part of this project, Vodafone Germany
will be working with Nokia and PTScientists
to create the first 4G network on the moon.
Vodafone’s 4G network will enable the
first live-streaming of HD video from the
moon’s surface to a global audience.
During the Board’s meeting held in Düsseldorf,
a demonstration was given of the new
technology being developed as part of this
project along with a project presentation from
senior management from Vodafone Germany.
The demonstration of this project allowed
the Board to see first-hand the innovative
work being undertaken in a local market
and is a good example of how Vodafone
is developing new and exciting mobile
network infrastructure. It allowed the Board
to gain a better insight into that local market.
As outlined on pages 60 and 61, an action from
the 2017 Board evaluation was to ensure that
the Board was provided with opportunities
to enhance its engagement with local markets
and this is one example of such activities.

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee annually reviews the format of the evaluation process and
periodically considers whether individual
and/or
third-party assessments
be conducted to
Each director
year, interviews
Vodafone
presents
details ofshould
its Board
supplement the Board and Committee self-assessment process. As a result of the evaluation process, which helps
strategy
day,
which
enables
Directors
to
meet
with
identify opportunities to continue to enhance the performance of the Board and the Committees, the Board
and
Committees consider implementing
practices
and procedures as and
appropriate.
Board also
reviews
the Nominating
senior
management
learnThemore
about
the
and Corporate Governance Committee’s periodic recommendations concerning the performance of the Board, each of its
Company’s products.
Committees and the Presiding Director.
PEPSICO 2018 PROXY STATEMENT | 23

https://www.vodafone.com/content/annualreport/
annual_report18/downloads/Vodafone-full-annualreport-2018.pdf
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Diversity
in the Boardroom

Diversity

ESG INITIA

At Omnicom, we’r
the globe.


Omnicom is a



Omnicom and
Goals (SDGs)
working towar
lifelong learnin



Omnicom is c
more energy-e

Our most recent C

From Larry Fink’s 2018 letter to CEOs:

We also will continue to emphasize the importance of a diverse board. Boards with a
diverse mix of genders, ethnicities, career experiences, and ways of thinking have, as a
result, a more diverse and aware mindset. They are less likely to succumb to groupthink or
miss new threats to a company’s business model. And they are better able to identify
opportunities that promote long-term growth.
We looked for:

Presentations of boardroom diversity

umer recycled paper that is environmentally and socially responsible sourced from
dards of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®).



As a signatory
promoting fair



In support of S
create educati



In 2017, we re
use of fuel oil

Learn more at http

INCLUSION

Omnicom believes
clients and fosters
is better poised to
presence, we belie
within the boardro
Lead Independent
backgrounds, exp
this commitment.


Internal focus
corporate offic
Our individual
Omnicom and
efforts at ever



Omnicom Peo
to share best p
Omnicom offic



OPEN Pride –
acceptance an
business throu



ADCOLOR – O
inclusion. At th
honored for th



Omniwomen –
number of wo
across Omnic

ng 30% post-consumer recycled waste, the following environmental savings

Diversity and Inclusion

wer pounds
uivalents
leased into
mosphere,
uivalent of
one average
he road for
0 days

54,128 fewer gallons
of water were
consumed or degraded
throughout the
lifecycle of the paper

3,623 fewer pounds
of solid waste were
produced, including
sludge and paper
disposed of in landfills
and incinerators

Demonstrating Innovation through Diversity

work Paper Calculator Version 3.2.1. For more information visit www.papercalculator.org.

HP Inc. 2017 Annual Report & 2018 Proxy Statement

p

Our priorities
Reinvent the
standard for
diversity
• Be the industry leader
• Drive our strategy to Belong,
Innovate, and Grow
• Embed the value of diversity
internally and externally
• Foster cultural competence and
inclusion at all levels

Reinvent our
culture

HP Inc.
Twitter
@HP

YouTube
www.youtube.com/user/HPComputers

2017 Annual Report
2018 Proxy Statement

• Connect employees at all levels to
our vision, strategy, and culture, so
we can deliver sustainable business
results
• Strengthen employees’ pride in HP
innovation and solutions
• Drive improvement in employee
engagement through global and local
programs and forums

HP 2017 Annual Report/
2018 Proxy Statement
(Combo Book)
HP has the most diverse board of US technology
companies, and also presents in broader terms how
the Company is demonstrating innovation through
diversity.

Our Progress
Gender Equity in Leadership
Since separation (October 2015), we’ve increased women in our leadership positions around
the world:
•
•

Industry Recognition
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement talent
and leadership
programs
• Build a talent and leadership pipeline
that supports diversity and inclusion
• Develop leadership aligned with our
culture for all levels of employees
• Reinforce innovation, risk-taking, and
continuous development

Vice President 27.9%; up 9.6%
Director and VP combined 28.5%; up 6.6%

Diversity hiring
US minority hiring increased by +8% year to year; based on applicant self-identification.

•

36 Company and Employee Diversity Awards
100% on Disability Equality Index 2nd year
100% on Human Rights Campaign Corporate
Equality Index 15th year
Ranked #3 on Top 10 Companies Millennials
are Excited to Work For by Fortune
Top 100 Company for Women US Working
Mother Magazine 27th year
Top Company for Women Technologists by
AnitaB.Org 2nd year
Recognized on inaugural Diversity Best
Practices Inclusion Index

Building Diversity in our Pipeline
STEM in our communities
HP employees around the world volunteered their time to support Hour of Code activities in local
Business
communities, advancing science, technology, engineering,2017
and math
(STEM) education for
girls Imperatives and Actions
highlights
Gender
and underrepresented minorities. In three years of participating, over 3,000 HP volunteers
from& Minority Pay Equality
HP is committed to paying women the same as men for similar responsibilities and qualifications.
30 sites have delivered 8,700 volunteer hours reaching over 33,000 students around the world.
Our recent review of employee compensation in the US found no evidence of pay inequality

HBCU Business Challenge
Most Diverse Board
based on gender or race. It’s an exercise HP does regularly with the help of a third party.
As part of our partnership with the National HBCU Business Deans Roundtable, HP launched
They analyze how we pay employees across many variables to make sure our compensation
a new business-case competition where students from 85 schools had an opportunity
to are aligned with our principles.
practices
HP has the most diverse board of
jumpstart their entry into the real world of business,
putting
their
brightest ideas to work by
directors
among
U.S. technology
Diversity Thought Leaders and Drivers
crafting a solution for an actual HP business problem.
companies, with 40% women, 50%
minorities, and 30% underrepresented
minorities (as of Jan 2018).

Annual Report
Dedicated Leadership
Dion Weisler was one of the first
150 company leaders to sign the
CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion™,
June 2017.

Disrupt
Systemic Bias
We utilize tools to craft inclusive job
descriptions, encourage and facilitate
Courageous Conversations, and train
hiring managers and recruiters around
the work to identify and mitigate
unconscious bias.

Global Diversity Advisory Board brought a strong focus from 18 senior leaders across HP
organizations, countries, sites and levels. This advisory body engages with stakeholders across
the company to set strategic priorities implemented by teams at the local level that drive
ix for employees to Belong, Innovate, and Grow.
progress
Business Impact through Employee Engagement
We elevated the role of our employee groups in supporting HP’s business objectives. In doing
so, we’ve rebranded what previously were known as Employee Resource Groups/ERGs to now
be known as Business Impact Networks for all 9 constituencies. We’ve continued to grow in
numbers of active chapters, membership and participation. Today, there are 81 active chapters,
in 19 countries and 5 Global Impact Networks with executive sponsorship.
Allies@HP
This global program launched to educate, engage and create visible allies for our LGBTQ
community at all HP sites around the world.
Diverse Talent Development
We deliver new and innovative programs that prepare our top talent to advance and leverage
the perspectives of a diverse community.
•
•
•
•

Launched women’s sponsorship program
Increased women’s participation in top talent programs
Enhanced leadership skills for inclusion in Executive and Manager training
Elevated participation in industry leading conferences and events

Industry Partnerships
Positive results associated with HP initiatives to improve diversity in marketing partnerships,
legal service providers, and supply chain management.
•

www.hpannualmeeting.com

•

First agency diversity scorecard showed significant progress made with women on HP’s
account teams and senior leadership (+5% and +4% over agency targets for the year’s
progress).
Global Legal Affairs’ Diversity “Hold Back” initial results are very positive. The number
of firms with a diverse relationship partner has doubled and there has been a steady
increase in the number of diverse attorneys working on HP matters in each quarter.
73% of participating firms have met the diversity requirements.

U.S. spend with small businesses was $647 million USD. Spend on U.S.-based minority-owned
and women-owned businesses totaled $229 million during the year.
x

www.argyle.company

www.hpannualmeeting.com
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ATIVES

The UPS Board

Proxy Summary

Our board is responsible for the oversight and success of our company. Beyond a broad range of skills and experiences, we seek to
maintain an optimal mix of newer directors, who bring
perspectives, and longer-tenured directors, who have contributed to
Proxyfresh
Statement
developing our strategy over time, and have acquired an in-depth understanding of our global organization. A majority of non-management
directors ensures robust debate and challenged opinions in the boardroom, while diversity of gender, age and ethnicity contributes to
Diversity
Independence
a signatory to the United Nation’s Global
Compact (UNGC).
Annual Meeting of
Women & MulticulturalaDirectors
diverse range of views.
d five other leading global advertising10
networks
to promote the UN Sustainable Development
of joined
11 forces
are independent
Shareholders

re committed to promoting sustainable practices and making positive contributions to society around

Board Snapshot

2018

8 of 11

through the Common Ground initiative. As part of our commitment to Common Ground, Omnicom is
rds Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG 4), to ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote
ng.

committed to reducing our environmental footprint, primarily by consolidating office space and installing
efficient heating and cooling systems.

The board believes that the 2018 nominees are of an appropriate composition to effectively oversee and constructively challenge
the performance of management in the execution of our strategy.
May 22, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time
15th Floor Conference Center
220 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

As a group, our director nominees have the skills and experience to oversee a global organization

Corporate Responsibility Report includes the following highlights:
Experience and Skills
Current Tenure of 2018 Nominees
Chief Executive Officer
y to the UNGC, we have pledged to support ten universal principles, including protecting human rights, Our director nominees are
accomplished leaders who bring a mixFinancial
r labor practices, protecting the environment and rooting out corruption.
of experiences and skills to the Board.
SDG 4, we are donating our time and expertise to promote Girl Effect and Theirworld, two non-profits that
Government
Our Board has identified skill categories
0-5 Years
16-25 Years
ional opportunities for girls and children.
fundamental to its ability to effectively
International
educed our overall carbon emissions by 11% through a reduction in air travel, automobile usage, and the
oversee Omnicom's strategy and
and natural gas.
Legal
management, and undertakes a
6-15 Years
comprehensive evaluation
to ensure
Sales
and Marketing
p://csr.omnicomgroup.com
these skills are well represented on
Strategy
the Board.

4
3
2
6
2
5
9
6
5
8

4

5

Each year, the Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee assesses the skills and experience necessary
for our board to function effectively, and considers where
additional expertise may be needed.

We believeProxy
that as a group,
our 13 director nominees bring
Omnicom 2018
Statement
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N AND DIVERSITY

Proxy Statement Summary

Item 1 — electIon of DIrectors

y and Corporate Responsibility

the requisite skills and experience to ensure the overall
effectiveness of our Board.

Omnicom presents diversity as a core value across
the organization, with statistics at board level, and
an explanation of how diversity creates value for
the Company.
Our board has been meaningfully refreshed since 2010 with 7 new independent directors joining,

and Compliance
See page 12 for further Risk
information.
Technology
Other*

s that workplace diversity creates value for the Company, enhances the quality of work we create for
s a positive corporate culture. We know that a workforce reflecting the demographics of our society
o create effective campaignsOmnicom
for our clients
that
resonate
with100%
a diverse
population.
With in
our
global
has an
engaged
Board:
meeting
attendance
2017.
eve it is important that our workforce reflects our global community. This commitment to diversity starts
*includes experience with issues accompanying a large workforce,
oom. Our Board includes six women and four African Americans, including Leonard S. Coleman, Jr., our
healthcare industry experience, and ecommerce expertise
GOVERNANCE
t Director. Across the Company,
we are committed toHIGHLIGHTS
recruiting and retaining the best talent from diverse
periences and perspectives and
programs
andreviews,
initiatives
to ensure
deliver onto guide it in its oversight responsibilities.
The have
Boardimplemented
has adopted,key
and
periodically
policies
and we
procedures
. These efforts include:
These policies and procedures provide a framework for the proper operation of our company and align with

shareholders'
interests.
s and accountability – Omnicom
created the
role of Senior Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer at our
ce in 2009, reporting directly to the CEO, and this role has since been expanded throughout our Company.
Shareholder Rights
Independent Oversight
networks now employ their own Directors of Diversity or Chief Diversity Officers, and throughout
d its networks, 10 professionals are
dedicated
full-time
to overseeing and advancing
diversity
and inclusion
Annual
election
of all directors
Engaged Lead
Independent
ry level of our organization.
Director with clear responsibilities
Majority voting standard in

ople Engagement Network (OPEN)
– led by six
senior-level Chief Diversity Champions,
quarterly
uncontested
elections
All directors meets
are independent
practices and develop tools to efficiently
and effectively
incorporate diversity
and inclusion
except
the CEO initiatives at
Proxy access
rights
ces.
Executive sessions of our
Right to call a special meeting of
– a sub-group of OPEN, specifically
and promote
awareness,
independent
non-management
thestrives
Board to identify and develop LGBTQ talent
nd advocacy by creating opportunities for leadership, visibility, community involvement,
networking and
directors
Continued efforts to foster a
ughout our networks.
Independent
Board
committees
successful shareholder outreach
Omnicom supports this network program
of outstanding diverse professionals and champions
of diversity
andof
Comprehensive
oversight
he annual ADCOLOR Conference and Awards, diverse professionals at all levels
within
industry are
strategy
andthe
risk
heir personal contributions and efforts to open doors for other high-potential, diverse professionals.

www.omnicomgroup.com
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7 years

Annual Board and Committee
median
evaluations and skill set
assessment

Q

The board recognizes that it continually needs to monitor and
improve the effectiveness of our directors. This is achieved
through an annual detailed evaluation process, that provides
for quantitative ratings in key areas of board performance.

tenure

http://investor.omnicomgroup.com/investor-relations/
overview/default.aspx

Director orientation and
Newer
continuing education

directors (0-2 years)
balanced
(3-5 years)
tenure
The Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee recently
The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee regularly
(6-10 years)
The board comprises individuals with deep experience and
arc
improved its process for identifying,
screening and recruiting
conducts an in-depth board composition analysis and maintains
Longer-tenured directors (11-15 years)
knowledge of UPS, complemented by the fresh perspective
Robust processes for confidential
director candidates by hiring an outside consultant. The consultant
a list of potential director candidates according to desired
(>15 years)
of newer directors. Together, our directors work effectively
and anonymous submission by
advised and assisted in process improvements and also provides
competencies. The list of potential candidates is reviewed by the
employees of concerns regarding
as a team,Our
andnewest
are highlyNominating
focused on and
UPS’s
success.
In February 2018, Christianaan
Smith
Shi was recruited
to of board candidates.
independent
perspective
Corporate Governance Committee frequently
accounting or auditing matters,
the
UPS
board,
demonstrating
the
board’s
commitment
to
asNEW
well as potential violations of
director, Christiana Smith Shi, was identified by the consultant
and updated as needed. The consultant helps evaluate potential
refreshment
with highly-qualified independent nominees
our Code of Business
Conduct
through this process. The updated process allows for active and
candidates and supports the recruitment process.
or Code of Ethics for Senior
ongoing consideration of potential directors with a long-term
Financial Officers
Our Chairman and CEO provides
strong leadership and is supported – and constructively
focus on company strategy.
Strong equity ownership
requirement
for executives (3x
to
Medium-tenured
directors
6x base salary)

Corporate Governance

– is a global initiative, launched in April 2014, intended to serve as a catalyst to increase the influence and
omen leaders across the Omnicom networks. Leading this initiative are the most senior women executives
com and its agencies.

and 5 retiring
Good Governance

challenged – by an independent board

6

92% independent

2018 Proxy Statement

Independent
Not Independent

We believe that
Gender Diversity

31% female

Q

Male
Female

Notice of 2018 Annual Meeting
of Shareowners and
Proxy Statement
Thursday, May 10, 2018
8:00 a.m. Eastern Time
Hotel du Pont
Wilmington, Delaware

Scan this QR code with your smartphone
or tablet for access to the Proxy Materials
and Annual Report.

Shareowner Recommendations,
Nominations and Proxy Access
While our current CEO serves as Chairman of the Board, the

Board benefits
the oversight
of 12Proposals
independent
The Nominating and Corporate GovernanceUPS
Committee
considersfrom Access,
Shareowner
and Nominations for Director at
directors,
lead
independent
director;
the 2019
Annual
Meeting” on
page 75. In addition, in 2017 the
shareowner proposed director candidates
on the including
same basisan engaged
William
“Bill” Johnson
served
in this role
since a2016.
as recommendations from other sources.
Shareowners
can hasboard
proactively
adopted
proxy access bylaw as part of its
recommend a director candidate to the Nominating and Corporate
ongoing commitment to strong corporate governance practices
Committee by submitting
theUPS’s
name ofcontinued
the prospectivesuccess
following
discussions with shareowners through the
diversityGovernance
in our boardroom
supports
andthoughtful
advantage
candidate in writing to the following address: Corporate Secretary,
Company’s long-standing outreach program. The revised bylaws
provide a single shareowner, or group of up to 20 shareowners,
55 Glenlake Parkway,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30328. Submissions
Overall Diversity
Age Diversity
should describe the experience, qualifications, attributes and skills
that has owned at least 3 percent of UPS’s outstanding stock
that make the prospective candidate a suitable director nominee.
continuously for at least three years, the ability to include
diversity of gender and ethnicity
years
median age
director nominees in UPS’s proxy materials for an annual meeting
Our Bylaws set forth the requirements for the formal shareowner
of shareowners. Shareowners may include in the proxy materials
African-American
40s
nomination process for director candidates. These requirements
the greater of 20 percent of the board seats or two directors.
Female
50s
are described under “Other Information for Shareowners — Proxy
Have worked abroad
60s
70s

38%

62

Board Diversity

Effective decision-making is facilitated by a variety of viewpoints.
Diversity is an important consideration for the Nominating and
Corporate Governance Committee when identifying director
nominees. The Committee considers nominees’ race, gender, age
and cultural background, as well as diversity in experience and
skills relevant to the oversight of a complex global business. The
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee assesses the
effectiveness of its diversity efforts through periodic evaluations
of the board’s composition.

Our 13
director nominees include a diverse
www.upsannualmeeting.com
7 range of individuals,
including four women, one African-American, two Europeans and
a nominee who spent his entire career in Asia. Furthermore, our
directors’ ages range between 47 and 72 years.

Board Refreshment and Succession Planning

UPS 2018 Proxy Statement

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee regularly
considers the long-term make-up of our Board of Directors
and how the composition of our board changes over time. The
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee also considers
the skills needed on our board as our business and the markets
in which we do business evolve. Our board seeks to balance
the knowledge and experience that comes from longer-term

UPS goes beyond diversity metrics to present what
diversity means to the Company.

board service with the new ideas and energy that can come
from adding new directors to the board. Since 2010 we have
added 7 new independent directors to our board and have had
5 directors retire. The median tenure for our director nominees
of approximately 7 years reflects the balance the board seeks
between different perspectives brought by long-serving directors
and new directors.

Director Independence
https://www.upsannualmeeting.com

Our Corporate Governance Guidelines include director
independence standards that meet the listing standards set
forth by the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”), which require
a majority of our directors to be independent. Our Corporate
Governance Guidelines are available on the governance section
of our investor relations website at www.investors.ups.com.

The board reviewed each director nominee’s independence
in February 2018 and considered whether there were any
relationships between UPS and each director, or any member of
his or her immediate family. The board also examined whether
there were any relationships between UPS and organizations
www.upsannualmeeting.com
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Environmental, Social, and
Governance Matters
From Larry Fink's 2018 letter to CEOs:

Furthermore, the board is essential to helping a company articulate and pursue its
purpose, as well as respond to the questions that are increasingly important to its
investors, its consumers, and the communities in which it operates. In the current
environment, these stakeholders are demanding that companies exercise leadership on a
broader range of issues. And they are right to: a company’s ability to manage
environmental, social, and governance matters demonstrates the leadership
good
PROXY and
SUMMARY
governance that is so essential to sustainable growth, which is why we are increasingly
The information below is presented to assist shareholders in reviewing the p
integrating these issues into our investment process.
Annual Meeting. For more complete information about these topics, please
Proxy Statement and Annual Report.

We looked for:

Our Business and Clean Energy Strategy

Disclosures around board oversight of ESG matters

Energy for What’s Ahead℠
Edison International &
Southern California Edison Company

2018 Joint Proxy Statement
Notice of Annual Meeting
to be held on Thursday, April 26, 2018

EIX’s core business is conducted by its subsidiary SCE, a rate-regulated ele
energy to approximately 15 million people in a 50,000 square-mile area of
building a modern electricity company that allows customers to take contr
providing safe, smart, flexible, reliable, and affordable services. We are foc
•

Cleaning the power system through continued leadership in procurem

•

Helping customers make cleaner energy choices, including renewable d
Item 1. Election of Directors
as roof top solar, electric transportation, and energy efficiency program

• Strengthening and modernizing the electric grid; and
What is the Board’s role in cybersecurity oversight?
•

Achieving operational and service excellence and doing so safely.

The Company has identified cybersecurity as a key enterprise risk. Cyber risks are included in the key risk
reports to the Audit Committee discussed above. In addition, the Board has assigned primary responsibility
for cybersecurity oversight to the FOSO Committee, which receives cybersecurity updates with each
meeting that focus on the Company’s most critical assets, cybersecurity drills, exercises, mitigation of cyber
risks, and assessments by third-party experts. In 2017, the Board also received a report with a similar focus
on reducing the Company’s cybersecurity risks.

This strategy, reviewed and overseen by the Board, is intended to provide
sustainable growth and shareholder value.

The Company has established a cybersecurity oversight group comprised of a multidisciplinary senior
management team to provide governance and strategic direction for the identification, protection
and detection of cybersecurity risks to the Company. Director Tauscher serves as the Board liaison
to the oversight group and regularly attends meetings. Other Board members attend at least one
meeting annually.

We are also focused on supporting California’s goal to cut greenhouse gas
1990 levels by 2030 and ultimately to reduce emissions to 80 percent belo
in a clean energy future, and are developing smart solutions to society’s cl

What is the Board’s role in oversight of ESG issues?

More information on our strategy is included in our Annual Report.

The Board oversees climate change and other ESG risks and opportunities as an integrated part of its
strategy oversight responsibility, which includes annual in-depth strategy meetings and regular updates at
Board meetings.

Shareholder Engagement on Environmental, Soci
(“ESG”) Issues

Board committees comprised entirely of independent directors have responsibility for risk and operational
oversight of specific ESG-related issues as outlined below.
Board Level ESG Oversight

Specific areas of oversight include:

Environmental legislation and regulation related to renewable energy, distributed generation,
transportation electrification, energy efficiency, and climate change;

•

Implications of regulatory proceedings and decisions for Edison International’s climate change
strategy and objectives;

•
•

Edison International
2018 Proxy Statement
ESG features prominently in Edison’s 2018
Proxy Statement, as the Company places clean
energy and responses to recent environmental
disasters at the heart of its business strategy.

We regularly seek and value input from our shareholders. Each year we rea
shareholders to discuss the Company’s corporate governance, executive c
strategy. In 2017, we engaged with shareholders holding approximately 34
Risks arising from climate-related events, including wildfires, that impact our business;
among other issues, our Board oversight and Company disclosure related
Engagement with stakeholders on climate change and other ESG concerns;
Mailing address of the executive offices:
feedback
information
used by shareholders to evaluate ESG practices a
Board approval of capital budgets, incorporating capital allocation
decisions on
for grid
modernization,
2244
transportation electrification, and energy storage;
and Walnut Grove Avenue
feedback
was
shared with the Governance Committee.
Rosemead,
91770
Board approval of corporate goals related to safety,
reliability, gridCalifornia
modernization,
capital spending,

•

•
•

and diversity, each of which advance the Company’s strategy.

Audit Committee

•

Key risks related to wildfires and
climate change

•

Key risks related to reliability, safety and
public policy

•

Political and charitable contributions

Compensation Committee

•

Incentive compensation plans and goals

•

Executive diversity

After receiving feedback from shareholders and other stakeholders, we en
Letter
to Our Shareholders
disclosure by participating in a pilot reporting template developed by Ediso
FOSO Committee

•

Capital spending

•

Electric system reliability

• Workforce
andindustry’s
public safety
March
16, 2018
utility

trade association, in collaboration with investors and mem
provide investors and other stakeholders with relevant, compara
for electric utilities. Our template is available on our website at www.edison

pilot is to
Dear
Shareholder:
• Cybersecurity

We are pleased to invite you to attend the Edison International and Southern California Edison Com
Governance
Committee
Annual
Meeting
of Shareholders. The Annual Meeting will be held on Thursday, April 26, 2018, at 9:
• Board
composition
diversity
Pacific
Time,
at theand
Hilton
Los Angeles/San Gabriel Hotel, 225 West Valley Blvd., San Gabriel, Califor
•

ESG corporate governance trends

The
Statement
contains
of the business to be conducted at the Annual Meeting and
• Proxy
Shareholder
outreach efforts
on ESGdetails
issues
provides information about the Board of Directors’ role in our corporate governance and executive
compensation program.
Our Mission

www.edison.com 15

Our mission is to safely provide reliable, affordable and clean energy to our customers. As part of
commitment, we have been working tirelessly to restore the communities affected by the recent w
and mudslides in our service territory, prevent and fight future wildfires, and address the impact o
change on our communities. The Board’s role in our response to wildfires and climate change is di
in the Proxy Statement.

https://www.edison.com/content/dam/eix/
documents/investors/corporate-governance/2018eix-sce-proxy-statement.pdf
www.argyle.company

Board Composition and Diversity

At the Annual Meeting, shareholders will vote on whether to re-elect each of our directors. We valu
diversity of skills, backgrounds, gender and ethnicity on the Board, as six of our director nominees
female or ethnically diverse. In 2017, we welcomed Michael Camuñez and Timothy O’Toole to the B
Mr. Camuñez, who joined in June, is president and chief executive officer of Monarch Global Strateg
LLC, which provides strategic advice and advocacy to companies doing business in emerging econo
Mr. O’Toole, who joined in August, is the chief executive officer of First Group plc, a transportation
that provides rail and bus services in the United Kingdom and North America. They join a Board co
of accomplished leaders with diverse perspectives on the Company’s business and strategy.
Strategy Oversight

One of the Board’s key responsibilities is oversight of the Company’s strategy. The electric power in
in the midst of a profound transformation toward a low-carbon future as a response to climate cha
Board is regularly engaged in providing management with strategic direction to help position the C
to lead this transformation, focusing on opportunities in clean energy, efficient electrification, stren
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SPONSOR OF U.S. PARALYMPICS

r 2017 combined with the Aetna acquisition.

rtford and reviews are not representative of all customers.

d its subsidiaries, including issuing companies, Hartford Fire Insurance
and Accident Insurance Company. Its headquarters is in Hartford, CT.

THE HARTFORD NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS, PROXY STATEMENT AND 2017 ANNUAL REPORT

. IMPACTING THE WORLD AROUND US.

ght thing every day and in every situation. And while our efforts do
pact we make on our employees, our customers and our communities.

NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS,
PROXY STATEMENT AND 2017 ANNUAL REPORT

BOARD AND GOVERNANCE MATTERS

SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES

3/28/18 10:08 PM

The Hartford 2018 Proxy Statement
The Hartford hardwires board oversight of
ESG matters throughout its Proxy Statement,
and highlights sustainability as a shareholder
engagement topic.

We believe that having a positive impact on the world is the right thing to do and a business imperative. Our success is inextricably
tied to the well-being of our customers, employees, partners and neighbors, and to the way we conduct ourselves. Our focus and
impact must extend beyond the quality of the products and services we offer to encompass our responsibilities as an employer,
neighbor, member of the global community and steward of the planet’s natural resources.
Our approach to ESG issues has traditionally focused on four areas to illustrate our commitment to sustainability:
•

Environmental Stewardship. As an insurance company, we understand the risks that environmental challenges present to
people and communities. As stewards of the environment, we are committed to mitigating climate change and reducing
our carbon footprint incrementally each year.

•

Communities and Giving. We help individuals and communities prevail by building safe, strong and successful
neighborhoods through targeted philanthropic investments, by partnering with like-minded national and local
organizations, and by harnessing the power of our employees to engage with their communities.

•

Diversity & Inclusion. We are committed to building an inclusive and engaging culture where people are respected for who
they are, recognized for how they contribute and celebrated for growth and exceptional performance. We value the
diversity of our employees' skills and life experiences and invest in their development so they can deliver on our strategy
and propel our company forward.

•

Ethics & Governance. We believe that doing the right thing every day is core to our character - and we are proud of our
reputation for being a company that places ethics and integrity above all else.

Consistent with best-practices, we have established forward-looking goals for each of the areas above, which are featured in our
Sustainability Report along with examples of the progress we have made in each area. As a result of our efforts, in 2017 the
company received the following national recognition:
Included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices in 2017 for the sixth year, one of only
five U.S. insurers

https://ir.thehartford.com/financial-information/
annual-reports-and-proxy-statements/2018

proposals to be voted on at the
e review the Company’s complete

Sustainability Governance

ectric utility that supplies electric
southern California. We are
rol of their energy consumption by
cused on four strategic priorities:

In 2017, we took actions to improve our sustainability practices and enable the full Board to oversee ESG risks and opportunities
that contribute to the long-term sustainability of the company:
• First, we better defined the scope of ESG priorities at the company based, in part, on a materiality assessment we
conducted in May, 2017, in which stakeholders (investors, employees, customers, community member and suppliers) were
asked to identify and prioritize the ESG factors most important to them.
• Second, we formed a Sustainability Governance Committee comprised of senior leaders to set and help drive execution of
the company's sustainability strategy, which reports up to the full Board at least annually.

ent of renewable power;

distributed energy resources such
ms;

The first such report was a deep dive on climate change and severe weather in February 2018, which, among other things, looked
at (1) how the company is reducing its environmental impact; (2) how the company helps its customers reduce their environmental
impact through its products, services and investments; and (3) how the company's Enterprise Risk Management function monitors
and manages the risks associated with climate change and severe weather.
To learn more please access our Sustainability Report, which presents our sustainability goals and provides data and examples of
our efforts to achieve those goals, and our Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Response, which offers greater detail on our
activities at: https://www.thehartford.com/about-us/corporate-sustainability.

a foundation for long-term

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
The Nominating Committee reviews the company's political and lobbying policies and reports of political contributions annually. As
part of our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, we do not make corporate contributions to political candidates or parties, and we
require that no portion of our dues paid to trade associations be used for political contributions. We do allow the use of corporate
resources for non-partisan political activity, including voter education and registration. We have two political action committees
(“PACs”), The Hartford Advocates Fund and The Hartford Advocates Federal Fund. The PACs are solely funded by voluntary
contributions from eligible employees in management level roles. The PACs support candidates for federal and state office who are
interested in understanding insurance issues and developing public policy to address them. Our website includes information on: (1)
contributions made by The Hartford's PACs; (2) our policy on corporate contributions for political purposes; and (3) annual dues,
assessments and contributions of $25,000 or more to trade associations and coalitions. To learn more, please access our 2017
Political Activities Report, at https://ir.thehartford.com/corporate-governance/political-engagement.
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Participated in the CDP reporting process in 2017, publicly disclosing our progress
toward environmental goals for the 10th year in a row; one of only four U.S. insurers to
be featured in the Leadership category

www.edison.com

1

LETTER FROM OUR LEAD DIRECTOR
Dear fellow shareholders:
As my first year as Lead Director draws to a close, I would like to share my reflections on how
the Board worked together to provide independent oversight and represent shareholder
interests in 2017.
Throughout the year, the Board remained highly engaged in the company's strategy for
creating long-term shareholder value by profitably writing business while expanding the
range of insurance products and services offered to customers; investing in systems, data and
analytical tools and other capabilities to make The Hartford an easier company to do business
with; and attracting, retaining and developing top talent. In addition to overseeing the
acquisition of Aetna’s U.S. group life and disability business and the sale of Talcott Resolution,
the Board devoted significant time and discussion to the company’s long-term plans for
driving future profitable growth, allocating time at each board meeting to discuss strategy at
the business line and enterprise level. In these sessions, the board discussed advancing
existing strategic priorities and investments not only within the framework of the company’s
traditional operating plan cycle, but also over a longer period of time. In July, discussions
focused on the strategic implications of market outlooks, demographic shifts and industry
trends using the year 2025 as a target time horizon to free our thinking from the constraints
of the three year planning period, but not so far off as to lack relevance. The Board also
devoted substantial time in 2017 to risk management, with a particular focus on cybersecurity
and insurance risk.
As it discharged these duties, the Board itself underwent fundamental and positive changes to
continue our leadership position in corporate governance. In his letter to shareholders last
year, my predecessor Tom Renyi described how the Board launched a succession planning
process in October 2016 in light of the upcoming retirements of Pat Swygert and Charles
Strauss. As a result of that process, which is described in this proxy statement, we were
pleased to add to the Board Stephen McGill and Greig Woodring, who bring invaluable
insurance industry experience and insights, and Carlos Dominguez, who has a long track
record of helping companies develop customer-centric digital strategies to take advantage of
disruptive trends. We believe we have the right mix of skills and expertise necessary to
support the company’s strategy, however we remain committed to refreshment and, to that
end, adopted a 15 year term limit in 2017. We believe this will provide greater transparency
and discipline to our refreshment process, improve succession planning, and support Board
independence.
The company also undertook an initiative to elevate sustainability issues to the full Board,
recognizing that not only is it an area of increasing interest to shareholders, but that it makes
good business sense. The Hartford has a long history of involvement on environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues. Most recently, its commitment has emphasized four key areas:

"In the end, the Board
understands that longterm sustainability
requires the delivery of
value to shareholders,
employees, customers,
and society at large."

2018 Proxy Statement
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2018
Notice of
Annual Meeting of Stockholders
and Proxy Statement

Compensation Discussion and Analysis

Southern Company
David J.
Grain
(Independent)
2018
Proxy
Statement
CEO and Managing Director, Grain Management, LLC (Grain Management), private equity firm

Executive Compensation Philosophy

Corporate Governance at Southern Company

Key Compensation Beliefs and How They are Applied

Fixed

At Risk-Subject to Achievement of Performance Goals

Base Salary

+

Annual Cash Incentive Award
(PPP)

+

Long-Term Equity Incentive Awards
(PSP and PRSUs)

Age: 55
Director highlights:
Southern Company
makes clear its Mr.
commitment
Grain’s qualifications include capital allocation expertise,
Director since: 2012
financial expertise, major capital projects knowledgeOur Compensation Program is Designed to Further Our Long-Term Strategy
to sustainableBoard
business
practices,
communicates
committees:
and experience, technology innovations knowledge and
experience and risk management experience. Mr. Grain’s
Compensation and
extensive experience managing large and small businesses
clearly which Board
Committee
oversees
Management
Succession;
and raising and managing investor capital is also valuable to
Finance (Chair)
Board.
Sustainability initiatives, and links itsthecompensation
Alignment with Strategy
f Mr. Grain is the founding member and managing director of Grain Management, a private equity firm focused
program
to the Company’s long-term strategy
on investments in the media and communications sectors, which he founded in 2006. With offices in Sarasota,
and Washington, D.C., the firm manages funds for a number of the country’s leading academic
and Florida
sustainability
for customers, stockholders,
institutions, endowments and public pension funds. Grain Management also builds, owns and operates wireless
infrastructure assets across North America.
Balance and Sustainability
employees
and communities.
f Mr. Grain also founded and was Chief Executive Officer of Grain Communications Group, Inc.

Operating premier state-regulated utilities and investing in energy infrastructure under long-term contracts is the
focus of our customer-centric business model, which is designed to support regular, predictable and sustainable
long-term earnings and dividend growth. We believe in several overarching principles in designing the compensation
program to tie to our long-term strategy.

f Metrics support long-term business strategy of superior risk-adjusted returns
f Goals are set to align with investor guidance

f Designs balance achievement of short-term goals and long-term value creation

Designs balance operational goals and financial objectives (leading and lagging indicators)
f Prior to founding Grain Management, he served as President of Global Signal, Inc., Senior Vice President off AT&T
f Stanley.
Ensure programs reward behaviors that drive long-term sustainability for customers, stockholders, employees
Broadband’s New England Region and Executive Director in the High Yield Finance Department at Morgan

f Mr. Grain was appointed by President Obama in 2011 to the National Infrastructure Advisory Council.

and the communities we serve

f He previously served as Chairman of the Florida State Board of Administration Investment Advisory Council as
Pay for Performance
an appointee of former Governor Charlie Crist.

https://southerncompanyannualmeeting.com
f He is currently a Director at Gateway Bank of Southwest Florida and a Trustee of the College of the Holy Cross
and serves on the Investment Committee of the United States Tennis Association.

f Where appropriate, use individual performance metrics to enhance pay-for-performance relationship
f Ensure appropriate pay mix (i.e. the % of total pay derived from annual and long-term incentives) accurately
reflects the scope of responsibility of the role

Other public company directorships: None

Veronica M. Hagen

f Ensure a strong pay-for-performance relationship exists between business results, stockholder returns and
payouts

f The Compensation Committee exercises discretion when necessary to ensure actual payouts are appropriately
aligned with business performance and stockholder returns

(Independent)

Chief Executive Officer, Polymer Group, Inc. (retired), engineered materials
Age: 72

Director highlights:

Director since: 2008

Ms. Hagen’s qualifications include senior leadership
experience, corporate governance knowledge and
experience, environmental matters experience and risk
management experience. Ms. Hagen’s experience as the
chief executive officer of two global companies allows
her to contribute key valuable insights to the Board
regarding operations management, customer service and
strategic planning.

Board committees:
Nominating, Governance
and Corporate
Responsibility (Chair);
Operations, Environmental
and Safety

f From 2007 until her retirement in 2013, Ms. Hagen served as Chief Executive Officer of Polymer Group, Inc. and
served from 2007 to 2015 as a Director. Ms. Hagen also served as President of Polymer Group, Inc. from January 2011
until her retirement in 2013. Polymer Group, Inc. is a leading producer and marketer of engineered materials.
f Prior to joining Polymer Group, Inc., Ms. Hagen was the President and Chief Executive Officer of Sappi Fine
Paper, a division of Sappi Limited, the South African-based global leader in the pulp and paper industry, from
November 2004 until 2007.
f She also served as Vice President and Chief Customer Officer at Alcoa Inc. and owned and operated Metal Sales
Associates, a privately-held metal business.
f She serves on the Audit Committee, Compensation Committee and the Nominating/Corporate Governance
Committee of the Board of Directors of American Water Works Company, Inc. Ms. Hagen also serves as the
Chair of the Leadership Development and Compensation Committee and a member of the Nominating and
Governance Committee of the Board of Directors of Newmont Mining Corporation.
Other public company directorships: American Water Works Company, Inc., Newmont Mining Corporation

investor.southerncompany.com

www.argyle.company
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portfolio of over 12,000 MW of
carbon-free and carbon neutral
resource capacity has established a
foundation enabling us to continue
our carbon reduction efforts.1
f Along with our partners, we are
building the first new nuclear
units in the U.S. in more than
30 years. These units will add
1,000 MW to our existing 3,700
Planning
forof
a carbon-free
MW
portfolio
low-carbon
future
nuclear generation.

about 15 percent of our electricity
generation mix, and its importance
in our portfolio continues to grow.
As we transition to a low-carbon
energy future, we are preparing
to bring Georgia Power's Vogtle
Units 3 and 4 into operation in 2021
and 2022.

from all members to advance the
development and deployment
of technologies impacting the
electricity sector. Southern
Company was instrumental in
forming EPRI as the primary

19

gement, transparency and further
information
Growing portfolio of carbon-free and carbon neutral energy sources

ement with
olders

the IEA 2DS received 46 percent
25%support.
22%
21% the2%
Although
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nt dialogue with all our
f Our state-regulated electric
past year, we have had a number
ders, including customers, operating companies’ renewable
30%
19%
3%
29%
19%
of collaborative and constructive
resourceShareholder
portfolio includes more outreach over
es, and investors. We
2022
than 900 MW of wind, 1,000 MW
in-person meetings and telephone
engage in discussions
the last year
of solar, 3,000 MW of hydroelectric
16,000 MW
conferences with the proponents to
d provide comprehensive and nearly 200 MW of biomass.
In 2017 and early 2018, we reached
the proposal
and companies,
this report.
ion for, constituents
Generally, with respect to renewable energy generated or purchased bydiscuss
the state-regulated
electric operating
the state-regulated
electric
operating
companies
retain the right to use the renewable energy to serve customers or to sell
Southern Company
out to our
100
largest
shareholders
d in our citizenship,
the energy and associated renewable energy credits, together or separately, to third parties for the benefit of customers.
more
than 35 percent
Transparency on ESG data
Planning for arepresenting
low-carbon
future
ship and environmental
of our outstanding shares and
nce. We are receptive to 8
We are focused on increasing
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to
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our shareholders
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der concerns, and
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largest but
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value to shareholders
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stors. We regularly
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f Provide consistent information
to investors;
f Allow integration of
ESG/Sustainability data
and performance;
f Provide clarity of risks (e.g.,
stranded assets, regulatory
issues, etc.) and opportunities
(e.g., investments in renewables,
etc.) and how they are
being managed;
f Provide insight into growth
strategy, assumptions and
future trajectory;
f Provide both qualitative and
quantitative information; and
f Serve as a primary reporting
channel for consolidated ESG/
Sustainability information
relevant to investors and
other stakeholders.
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About Argyle
We are a creative communications firm offering
end-to-end, in-house execution capabilities.
Our experienced and passionate team is
composed of attorneys, designers, project
managers, thinkers and web developers. We
collaborate together around a process that
encompasses drafting, editing, designing and
publishing across all digital and print channels.
We are thrilled that communications prepared
by Argyle have contributed to trustful
relationships between our clients and their
readers, whether investors, employees or other
stakeholders.
In turn, our commitment to our clients has
resulted in meaningful long-term relationships
with some of the most respected public and
private companies in the world.
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